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Peter R. Luciano Term Expires 1994








Raymond D. Thayer Term Expires 1994
TREASURER
Maureen A. Donovan Terra Expires 1994
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Ralph E. Fellows, Chairman
Robert S. Donovan (Resigned)
David H. Robinson






Dewey A. Bowley, Sr. Term Expires 1996
CEMETERY TRUSTEES




Term Expires 199 5
Term Expires 1996







TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
Elizabeth G. Standing
Candace A. Luciano







Term Expires July 1996
DEPUTY HEALTH OFFICER




David A. Baker Term Expires 1994
DEPUTY FIRE CHIEFS
William E. Ingalls Term Expires 1994'





SURVEYOR OF WOOD AND LUMBER
David A. Baker Term Expires 1994
TREE WARDEN
David A. Baker Term Expires 1994
FENCE VIEWER
Lindsey F. Rice, II Term Expires 1994
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER
Ralph D. Estabrook Term Expires 1994
WELFARE AGENT
Charlene O. Pinkerton Term Expires 1994
DEPUTY WELFARE AGENT
Cheryl A. Boetti Term Expires 199;
BUILDING INSPECTOR
William A. Baker Term Expires 1994
PLANNING BOARD (Elected)
Robert Gleichauf Term Expires 1994
Ann Byers Term Expires 1994
Elliott F. Estey, Jr. Term Expires 1994
Martha O. Bailey (Resigned) Term Expires 1995'
George W. Boucher Term Expires 1996
Suzanne J. Ryan Term Expires 1996
Lindsey F. Rice, II, Chairman Term Expires 199£
Allen Taylor Alternate I 1996
Alternate II
Alternate III
Ralph E. Fellows Selectman
David H. Robinson Selectman
FAMILY MEDIATION
Norman M. Bower, Police Chief Term Expires 1994
Richard A. Labell, Lieutenant Term Expires 1994
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION
"NO APPOINTMENTS"
BOARD OF APPEALS
Dana B. Allison, Chairman
Thomas R. McElroy
Charles R. Melvin, Sr.
Daniel M. Mastroianni
Chester E. Bearce




Robert E. Fox, Chairman













Deborah A. Elia, Co-Chairman
Dana R. Dinsmore, Treasurer
Brian C. Cheney
Robert S. Donovan





ASSISTANT EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT DIRECTOR
David T. DeTour
GALE LIBRARY
Irene T. Nally, Director


























































SOUTHEAST REGIONAL SOLID WASTE DISTRICT 149-M
David H. Robinson (Voting Member)
Suzanne J . Ryan
QUADTOWN 149-M SUB-DISTRICT
David H. Robinson













COMMUTER RAIL SERVICE COMMITTEE
Mary M. Allen

























PLAISTOW AREA TRANSIT ADVISORY COMMITTEE ( PATAC )
Donna J. Gushing
TOWN STATISTICS
Population in 1993 Approximately 3,600
No. of Taxable Properties 04/01/90 1,496
p^j>Q8^ 9.9 sq. miles
Streets and Roads
Class I 5 2 miles
Class II ( .5 miles
Class V 22 5 miles
Class VI 1 .1 miles
Private 1 .3 _miles
Tota 1 37 .6 miles
Sanborn Regional School District SAU #17
Dr. Mark V. Joyce, Superintendent
GOVERNOR
Stephen E. Merrill Manchester Term: Jan. 1993 - Jan. 1995
U.S. SENATORS
Judd Gregg Greenfield Term Expires: Jan. 1999
Robert C. Smith Wolfeboro Term Expires: Jan. 1997
CITIZEN HOTLINE: 1-800-922-2230
U.S. CONGRESSMAN 1st Congressional District
William H. Zeliff Jackson Term Expires: Jan. 1995
CITIZEN HOTLINE: 1-800-626-7920
GOVERNOR'S COUNCIL 3rd District
Ruth L. Griffin Portsmouth Term: Jan. 1993 - Jan. 1995
(603) 271-3632
N.H. SENATOR 19th District
Beverly H. Holl ingsworth Kingston Term Expires: Nov. 1994
(603) 271-2117
REPRESENTATIVE TO THE GENERAL COURT Rockingham County
District #10
John W. Flanders Kingston Term Expires: Nov. 1994
David A. Welch Kingston Term Expires: Nov. 1994
Kenneth Weyler Kingston Term Expires: Nov. 1994
Marjorie Battles Kingston Term Expires: Nov. 1994
DEDICATION
HORACE R. WILLIAMS
For more than 47 years, Horace R. Wiliams has been an active
citizen of the Town of Newton. He was born in Haverhill on March 6,
1924. He spent his early years growing up in Haverhill and Bradford,
Massachusetts and on County Pond in the summer. He and Arlene Locke
from Newton were married on June 27, 1947 and began living in Newton.
Over the years, Horace has served the Town in many capacities.
In October of 1947, he joined the Newton Fire Department and served
faithfully on it until his retirement in December 1993, at which time
he was elected a Life Member of the Department. He worked in the
design of old Engine 2. He served as Engineer, Lieutenant, Captain
and Deputy Chief. He was also instrumental in establishing the
Rescue Squad. Besides the Fire Department, he has served on the
Police Department for 5 years, as Moderator from 1973 to 1980, as
Assistant Moderator from 1981 to the present, and currently serves as
the Town's Emergency Management Director; a post he has held since
1986.
In addition to the many town activities, Horace has been a member
of the Newton Junction Baptist Church and has served it as Trustee,
Deacon, Choir Member and Moderator. He also was the Church
s
institutional representative for Boy Scout Troop 91 - a Troop that
Horace helped found in the early 1950 's and he continues to be active
in as a Merit Badge Counselor. He is also a member of Charles
C.
Dame Lodge AF & AM in Georgetown, MA.
He continues to be busy in retirement, fishing and making decoys




The State of New Hampshire Town Warrant
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 10:00 A.M. TO 7:30 P.M.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Newton, N.H. in the County of
Rockingham, in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs: you
are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall, in said Newton, on
Tuesday, the eighth day of March next, at ten o'clock in the
forenoon, to choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing
year by official ballot, and to take other action required to be
inserted on said ballot; the polls to be open at ten o'clock in
the forenoon and to close not earlier than seven-thirty o'clock in
the evening, and thereafter to reconvene at the Sanborn Regional
Middle School in Newton, on Wednesday, March 9, 1994, at seven
o'clock in the evening for the purpose of acting upon all other
matters to come before the Meeting.
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 to the
Zoning Ordinance as proposed by petition of 25 or more legal
voters for this Town?
"To see if the Town will vote to amend the zoning map so that
approximately 210 acres located in the southeast corner of the
town, being all of that land currently owned by the Estate of
Richard E. Sargent, Map 014, Block 01, Lot 027 on the Assessors
Map for the Town of Newton and a portion of that land owned by Jim
How Chevrolet, Inc., Map 014, Block 01, Lots 024 & 025 on the
Assessors Map for the Town of Newton is changed from Industrial to
Residential D.
And to amend the zoning ordinance to allow for the
establishment of a Retirement Manufactured Home Community Zone to
be called Residential D all in accordance with the proposed
amendment attached hereto."
THE PLANNING BOARD DISAPPROVES OF THIS AMENDMENT
3. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 to the
Zoning Ordinance as proposed by petition of 25 or more legal
voters for this Town?
"To rezone a tract of land identified by Newton Tax Map 005,
Block 05, Lots 010-2, 010-3, 010-4 from Residential B to Commer-
cial. Land presently abutts Residential A and Residential B"
.
THE PLANNING BOARD DISAPPROVES OF THIS AMENDMENT
4. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance o
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the following
amendment to Section XIII - General Provisions, Article 4 of the
Zoning Ordinance:
11
Are you in favor of amending the existing Town Zoning Ordinance
described above to read as follows:
"No occupant or owner of land shall have or cause to have on
their property more than one (1) unregistered, uninspected motor
vehicle. For purposes of this ordinance, motor vehicle shall be
defined as any motor vehicle, or appurtenance thereof, originally
intended for use on public highways. This shall include vehicles
or appurtenances no longer intended for legal use on the highways,
or used parts or materials from which, taken together, include in
bulk one or more vehicles. Violations of this ordinance shall be
subject to fines and penalties as outlined in RSA 676:17.
Exemptions to this article shall be limied to those vehicles used
regularly on the premises for day to day existence (i.e. farm
vehicles) or unless a properly licensed person or persons or
corporation for the purpose of selling the same.
Owners of vehicles not currently meeting the requirements of this
ordinance shall have ninety (90) days from the date of adoption of
this ordinance to be in compliance."
5. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance?
as
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the followingj
amendment to Section XIII - General Provisions, Article 1 of the I
Zoning Ordinance: '
Are you in favor of amending the existing Town Zoning Ordinance
described above to read as follows:
"No junkyard or place for the storage of discarded machinery,
vehicles, junk or other scrap materials shall be maintained in any
zone. "Junk" shall be construed to be the same as that defined in
RSA 236:91. Violations of this ordinance shall be subject to
fines and penalties as outlined in RSA 676:17."
6. To hear reports of Town Officers and pass any vote relatingi
thereto
.
7. Shall the Town accept the provision of RSA 33:7 providing that
any Town at an annual meeting may adopt an article authorizing
indefinitely, until specific rescission of such authority, the
Selectmen to issue Tax Anticipation notes? ( Majority Vote Required)
8. To see if the
RSA 80:58-86 for a
1988, Article #24)
Town will vote to "rescind" the
Real Estate Tax Lien Procedure?
provisions of
(Town Meeting!
9. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
transfer tax liens and convey property acquired by Tax Collector
Deed "indefinitely" by public auction, sealed bids, or in such




10. On petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton,
to see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
transfer tax liens and convey property acquired by Tax Collector
Deed exclusively by Public Auction or Advertised Sealed Bid, per
the established bid policy. Should a conflict arise, this Article
shall take precedence and shall supersede any previous Articles.
This authority shall remain in place until such time it is
rescinded
.
11. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters, to see if the Town
of Newton, will vote to adopt the following:
No sale or transfer of real estate (land, land and or
buildings) owned by the Town ( irregardless of how the Town
acquired such) shall be disposed of without the approval of the
legislative body at a Town Meeting.
Terms and conditions of sale or transfer may also be set
forth at the same Town Meeting with the approval of the
legislative body. This article shall stay in effect until
repealed by the legislative body.
12. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
sell any property of the Town, excluding Real Estate, not used for
public purposes "indefinitely", until specific recission of such
authority, by advertised sealed bids.
13. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters, to see if the Town
will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to sell the
A. Marian Hatch Building, 22 South Main Street, to the Newton
Historical Society for the sum of One Dollar ($1.00).
BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
14. On petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton,
to see if the Town will vote to grant a discount of 3% on property
taxes if paid in full within fifteen (15) days of the date of the
tax bill. (RSA 80:52 )
BOARD OF SELECTMEN DO NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
15. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters, to see/ if the Town
will vote to authorize a withdrawal study in accordance with RSA
195:24-30. Such study would determine the feasibility of Newton
to withdraw from the Sanborn Regional School District.
16. On a petition of 25 or more registered voters of the Town of
Newton, to see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,000.00 for consultants and/or attorneys fees that may be
required to complete the feasibility study of Newton to withdraw
from the Sanborn Regional School District if Newton votes to
undertake the study. Such funds will be under the control of the
committee that will be created under RSA 195:25.
BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
13
17. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of
Newton, to see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
appoint a committee to draft and submit to the Selectmen for
approval and implementation a Conflict of Interest Ordinance by
December 1, 1994 under the provisions of RSA 31:39.
18. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the Fire-
Equipment Capital Reserve Fund created in 1975. Said funds, with
accumulated interest to date of withdrawal, are to be transferred!
to the municipality's general fund. (Majority Vote Required)
19. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of
Newton, to see if the Town will vote to withdraw the $40,000.00
appropriated for the Fire Departments' E-One Tanker Pumper which
was not expended in 1993 from the Capital Reserve Fund and apply
it to the General Fund of offset revenues to be raised for 1994
Property Taxes.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $97,583.05, to pay off the lease of the E-ONE Tanker Pumper
voted on at the March 1993 Town Meeting, article #20. The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. (Majority Vote Required)
BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $34,343.62 for the current lease payment due on the E-One
Tanker Pumper voted on at the March 1993 Town Meeting, Art. #20.
BOARD OF SELECTMEN DO NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $16,200.00 to purchase a new, fully equipped, police cruiser.
(Per State Bid Price)
BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
23. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of
Newton, to see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
contract with the lowest bidder to provide gasoline and/or diesel
for Town vehicles at a discount price per gallon, to be determined
by a competitive percentage amount lower than retail price, per
RSA 95:1.
24. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of
Newton, to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,000.00 to be placed in a Capital Reserve Fund for the
purpose of the purchasing and installing a holding/dispensing
gasoline tank for the use of Town owned vehicles. Location to be
determined by the Selectmen per State and Local regulations.
BOARD OF SELECTMEN DO NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
25. On a petition of 25 or more registered voters in the Town oi
Newton, to see if the Town will vote to accept the Right of Waj
(passing Tax Lots 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17) off Marcoux Grove
Road as a Town maintained road.
14/
26. On a petition of 25 or more registered voters of the Town of
Newton, do you approve of having 2 sessions for the Annual Town
Meeting in this town, the first session for the choice of Town
Officers elected by an official ballot and other action required
to be inserted on official ballot, and the second session, to be
held on the first Saturday after the first session, no later than
10:00 AM, for transaction of other business? ( RSA 39:2)
27. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of
Newton, to see if the Town will vote to authorize to the
Conservation Commission to establish a short and long term plan
projecting expenditures of the Conservation Fund. First report to
be included in the 1994 Annual Report.
28. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of
Newton, to see if the Town will vote to Authorize no increase in
the 1994 Town Budget, thereby holding to the 1993 budget
appropriation and to reduce the existing budget ( 1993 budget
appropriation) proportionately amongst all departments by 15%.
29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $1,197,913.00, which represents the posted operating budget
(MS-6). Said sum does not include special articles addressed.
BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate and
authorize the Board of Selectmen to expend up to $1,500.00 for
sampling and analysis of Country Pond in conjunction with the
State and the EPA in order to insure the safety of our residents
who use the pond for recreational uses and draw their drinking
water (indirectly) from the pond.
BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
31. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters, to see if the Town
of Newton will vote to adopt the provisions of the Municipal
Budget Law (RSA chapter 32). Membership to be determined in
accordance with RSA 32:14 at this 1994 annual meeting, if a
favorable vote is obtained.
Budget Committee Duties shall comply with RSA 32:16,: 17 and
all inclusive of RSA Chapter 32. 1.) Prepare budget for
submission to each annual or special town meeting. 2. ) Confer
with the governing body and other officers, department heads and
officials. 3.) Conduct Public Hearings. 4.) File final budget
with Town Clerk. 5.) The governing body shall comply with RSA
32:17 which sahll review statements submitted and submit their own
recommendations to the budget committee for the preparation of the
annual budget, including each purpose for each appropriation and
each item of anticipated revenue at such timp as the budget
committee shall fix.
32. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of
Newton, to see if the Town will vote to reduce the amount of
revenues allocated to the Conservation Committee from land taken
out of current use (Change in Use Tax), from 25% to 10%.
15
33. To see if the Town will vote to rescind the action taken on
Article 34 at the 1987 Town Meeting and return to the general fund ^
$10,000.00 plus all earned interest from a Capital Reserve Fund ^
set up to provide 50/50 matching funds for the purchase of open ^
space in accordance with the Land Conservation Investment Program.
(This program has ended. ) ^
34. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the „
additional sum of $4»000.00 to be used for further renovations to
the Town Hall. (Per Selectmen's Bid Policy)
BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
35. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve
Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of
purchasing the building located at 2 Amesbury Road for the Police
Station and to raise and appropriate the sum of $35,000.00 to be
placed in this fund. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
(Majority Vote Required)
BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
36. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $22,000.00 to purchase rescue tools for the Fire Department.
BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
37. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sura
of $1,800.00 for the purchase of a copy machine, to be shared by
the Fire Department and Emergency Management.
BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
38. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $2,000.00 for surveying town owned property.
BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE 4
39. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $7,500.00 for the purchase of a computer, printer, software and
networking for the Town Clerk/Tax Collectors Office. This will be
a non-lapsing account per RSA 32:3, VI and will not lapse until
this purchase is completed or in two years, whichever is less.
The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. (Majority Vote
required )
BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
40. To see if the Town will vote to designate the two Town-owned
parcels of land located on Hadley Road, described as Tax Map
012-04-017 containing 13.16 Acres and Tax Map 012-04-018
containing 9.48 Acres, as Conservation Land.
41. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $27,073.00 for the following social services:
VIC GEARY CENTER $1,250.00
SEACOAST HOSPICE 250.00
16
ROCKINGHAM COUNSELING CENTER n^n'no
LAMPREY HEALTH CARE ^ fi7ft 00
ROCKINGHAM VISITING NURSE ASSOC. 200 00
A SAFE PLACE roo OO
AREA HOMEMAKER HOME HEALTH AIDE 'o^n 00
SEXUAL ASSAULT SUPPORT SERVICES
950.
ROCKINGHAM COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION 7'fito 00
FAMILY MEDIATION & JUVENILE SERVICES ^'^^o on
GREATER HAVERHILL CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
750.00
DRUGS ARE DANGEROUS ^^onoo
AIDS RESPONSE OF THE SEACOAST
500. UU
BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
42. To see if the Town will vote
to authorize the Board -f
Selectmen to accept a parcel of land in the ^!!°^^^^f ^ '^Jo^^St
located at 93 North Main Street, described
as Tax Map 010 10 001.
43. To transact any other business that
may legally come before
the Meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this 7th day
of February in
the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
ninety four.




STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION





BUDGET OF THE TOWN
NEWTON N.H
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue lor ttte Ensuing Year January 1 , 1 9_ai_ to December 31 , 1 9_ai_ or for Fiscal Year
From
19 to
IMPORTANT: Please read the new RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities,
hearln^tu" lTherdrthi:Sr'
°" ' "^^°^^" ^^^'^^ ^^^^'"^ ^" ^^ appropriatior^s. At least one public
Date 01/31/94
I (PLEASE SIGN IN INK)





















4130 Executive 65,949 61,378 66,365
4140 Election, Registration, & Vital Statistics 15.880 14,759 15,292
4150 Financial Administration 37.205 37,901 44,186
41 52 Revaluation of Property
4153 Legal Expense 7.500 10,375 7,500
4155 Personnel Administration 35.500 34.367 36,400
4191 Planning and Zoning 7.500 6.442 7,500
4194 General Government Building 25.850 23,844 25,700
4195 Cemeteries 13.000 10,836 13,340
4196 Insurance 65.000 61.165 65,000
4150 Tax Collector Salary 1,000 1 ,000
4itv> Surveying Town Property 38 2,000 4,395 2,000
4iqq Contingency Fund 2.000 2,000
4199 Other General Government 24 Hr Police Ct IV 6,000 6.000
PUBLIC SAFETY
4210 Police 213,000 210,915 240,300
4215 Ambulance 23,000 23,000 23,000
4220 Fire 73,600 77,402 81,400
4240 BIdg. Inspection & Other Inspec. 6,000 10,120 10,000
4290 Emergency Mgt. 2,000 874 2,000
4299 Other Public Safety ( Police Services 10,000 3.330 7,500
HIGHWAYS AND STREETS
4312 Highw^ays and Streets 207,582 207,759 208,500
4313 Bridges
4316 Street Lighting 19,000 18,423 19,000
SANITATION
4323 Solid Waste Collection
4324 Solid Waste Disposal 162.072 144.655 160,200
4326 Sewage Collection and Disposal
Cable TV Committee Hourly Wag< > 2,000
WATER DISTRIBUTION AND TREATMENT
4332 Water Services Test Country Pond 30 1.500 1,500 1,500
4335 Water Treatment
HEALTH
4414 Pest Control Animal Control Off. 7,800 6.672 8,000
4415 Health Agencies and Hospitals Health Off 11.320 8.521 10,000
4*15 Social Services 41 7,578 7,578 10,878
4415 Greater Haverhill Pregnancy 750 750
D.A.D. (Disallowed by DRA) 2,000
WELFARE
4442 Direct Assistance 21.640 15,606 22,300
4444 Intergovernmental Welfare Payments
4445 Vendor Payments
4M? Social Services 41 15.427 15,427 16,195




















Sub-Totals (from page 2) 1,070,653 1.024,994 1.106,056
CULTURE AND RECREATION
4520 Parks and Recreation 23,430 24.167 25.605
4550 Library 50,400 53,565 53.325
4583 Patriotic Purposes 750 414 750
4589 Other Culture and Recreation Cable 2% 4,200 3,636 4.000
CONSERVATION
4612 Purchase of Natural Resources Care Of Tl ees 7,200 7,107 8.200
4619 Other Conservation Commission 2,950 3.094 3.550
REDEVELOPMENT AND HOUSING
4903 Post Office Lease 8,000 7,024
4903 Library Renovations 15,000 13,137
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
4652 Hvdrostudv 10.000 15.962
Purchasinq/Installinq Gas Tank 24 5,000
Feasibility Study - School Disi . 16 5.000
DEBT SERVICE
471 1 Princ.-Long Term Bonds & Notes
4721 Interest-Long Term Bonds & Notes
4723 Interest on TAN ?5,onn 26.390 27,000
CAPITAL OUTLAY Fire Apparatus & Equi p 20 80,000 30.000 97,583
4902 Fire Apparatus - Lease 21 34.344
4902 Mach., Veh, & Equip. FD -Rescue Tools 36 22.000
4903 Buildings Town Hall Renovations 34 13,500 6,886 4.000
4902 FD - CoDier 37 1,800
490? Polirp Cruiser 22 15,300 15,116 16,200
4902 Town C Ik/Tax Collector COiDuter 39 6,000 7,500
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
4912 To Special Revenue Fund
491 3 To Capital Projects Fund




4915 To Capital Reserve Fund 35 35,000
491 6 To Trust and Agency Funds
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 1,332,383 1,281,492 1,456,913
HELP! We ask your assis







he following: If you have a line item of appropr
rrant article, please use the space below to iden






ich is made up of appropriations
ake-up of the line total. We hope
office.
Amt.
* * Amounts Not Recommended by Selectmen * *
These amounts are not included in the recommended column.























31 20 Land Use Change Taxes 3,640 3.640 6.000
3180 Resident Taxes
3185 Yield Taxes 3.700 5,469 3,500
31 86 Payment in Lieu of Taxes
3189 Other Taxes
3190 Interest & Penalties on Delinquent Taxes 25,000 26.142 26,000
Inventory Penalties
LICENSES, PERMITS AND FEES
3210 Business Licenses and Permits 30,000 29,468 29,000
3220 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 225.000 230.969 227.500
3230 Building Permits




3351 Shared Revenue 37.107 37.107 37.107
3353 Highway Block Grant 48,453 48,453 48.540
3354 Water Pollution Grants
3355 Housing and Community Development
3356 State & Federal Forest Land Reimbursement
3357 Flood Control Reimbursement




3401 Income from Departments d.^nn f^,?fi1 5,.300
3409 Other Charges p^nt nf Town Prnp 5on 564 500
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
3501 Sale of Municipal Property 38,000 36,828 11,800
3502 Interest on Investments 20,000 15,780 15,000
3509 Other Cable TV, Refunds, FF 30,000 30,721 22,200
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN
3912 Special Revenue Fund




Electric— pi^p Apparat.ii?; 18 P 41,246
3915 Capital Reserve Fund Open Space Lanc 33 13,bU6









3934 Proc. from Long Term Notes & Bonds
General Fund Balance
Unreserved Fund Balance
Fund Balance Voted From Surplus
Fund Balance to be Retained
Fund Balance Remaining to Reduce Taxes
For Municipal Use







< $ n >
s finnm XXX XXX XXX
$ 137.938
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS
| fi?8,440
Enter in this column the numbers which were revised and approved by
Total Appropriations
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues, Exclusive of Pre
Amount of Taxes to be Raised (Exclusive of School anc
BUDGET OF THE TOWN 01
DRA and which appear on the MS-4 form
$1,456,913.00
)perty Taxes 495,849.00














Town Report & Delivery
TOTAL
1993 YR-DATE PROP 1994
BUDGET EXPENSE BUDGET VARIANCE
53,000.00 53,121.62 54,965.00 1,965.00
8,477.00 4,870.08 7,500.00 (977.00)
1,072.00 671.28 800.00 (272.00)
50.00 0.00 50.00 0.00
650.00 325.00 350.00 (300.00)
0.00 15.00 0.00 0.00
2,700.00 2,375.50 2,700.00 0.00
65,949.00 61,378.48 66,365.00 416.00
FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
Accounting
Auditing 3 ,500.00 3 ,675.00 4 ,550.00 1,050.00
Assessing 3 » 850. 00 3 762.75 3 ,850.00 0.00
Assessing Dues 20.00 20.00 20.00 0.00
TOTAL 7 ,370.00 7 ,457.75 8 ,420.00 1,050.00
Treasurer 5 ,285.00 5 ,285.00 5 ,422.00 137.00
Deputy Treasurer 700.00 700.00 718.00 18.00
Payroll Supplies 500.00 499.99 525.00 25.00
Dues, Seminars,
Subscriptions 125.00 0.00 75.00 (50.00)
Bank Services 0.00 0.00 600.00 600.00
Postage 300.00 335.60 500.00 200.00
Computer Expense 0.00 0.00 50.00 50.00
Training Expense 0.00 0.00 1 ,000.00 1,000.00
TOTAL 6 ,910.00 6 820.59 8 ,890.00 1,980.00
Tax Collector 6 ,000.00 6 ,000.00 7 ,182.00 1,182.00
Tax Collector Fees 3 ,400.00 4 466.00 5 ,000.00 1,600.00
Deputy Tax Collector 1 ,000.00 1 ,226.14 1 ,026.00 26.00
Dues, Seminars,
Subscriptions 300.00 55.00 100.00 (200.00)
Mileage, Meals, Tolls 25.00 0.00 25.00 0.00
Service Contract:
Security Alarm 50.00 10.80 50.00 0.00
Telephone 200.00 207.00 225.00 25.00
Office Supplies 200.00 77.42 700.00 500.00
Postage 1 ,100.00 1 495.92 800.00 (300.00)






1,600.00 1,407.46 1,600.00 0.00
150.00 0.00 100.00 (50.00)




















1993 YR-DATE PROP 1994
BUDGET EXPENSE BUDGET VARIANCE
200.00 200.00 200.00 0.00
450.00 444.60 450.00 0.00
100.00 21.58 200.00 100.00
2,300.00 2,199.48 2,500.00 200.00
1,500.00 1,153.92 1,500.00 0.00
250.00 202.82 200.00 (50.00)
200.00 57.44 400.00 200.00
1,000.00 0.00 500.00 (500.00)
0.00 1,862.50 2,000.00 2,000.00
300.00 221.85 300.00 0.00
100.00 84.25 100.00 0.00
400.00 208.82 500.00 100.00
900.00 795.00 0.00 (900.00)
700.00 791.29 718.00 18.00
10,650.00 10,084.46 11,768.00 1,118.00
























9 ,000.00 (1 ,500.00)
300.00 0.00 300.00 0.00

















11,320.00 8 ,520.95 10 ,000.00 (1 320.00)
ELECTION, REGISTRATION,
& VITAL STATISTICS
wn Clerk 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,052.00 52.00
Town Clerk Fees 6,950.00 7,135.50 6,600.00 (350.00)
Deputy Town Clerk 2,355.00 3,138.44 2,900.00 545.00
Town Clerk Expenses;
Dues, Seminars,





































100.00 100.00 100.00 0.00
150.00 149.63 150.00 0.00
50.00 0.00 50.00 0.00
200.00 540.82 490.00 290.00
250.00 344.84 400.00 150.00




















8,500.00 7,836.91 8,800.00 300.00
2,500.00 885.80 2,500.00 0.00
500.00 486.93 500.00 0.00
7,800.00 8,924.52 7,800.00 0.00
900.00 304.82 600.00 (300.00
4,600.00 4,333.40 4,600.00 0.00
400.00 237.87 300.00 (100.00
300.00 214.51 300.00 0.00
350.00 178.94 300.00 (50.00
0.00 440.00 0.00 0.00















2,750.00 1,952.22 2 ,750.00 0.00
50.00 53.17 50.00 0.00






















1993 YR-DATE PROP 1994
BUDGET EXPENSE BUDGET VARIANCE
250.00 180.00 250.00 0.00
250.00 0.00 250.00 0.00
500.00 577.72 500.00 0.00
75.00 100.00 75.00 0.00


























Radio & Radar Maintenance
Uniform Allowance
Administrative Expenses:








Special Appropriation #17- 6,000.00
Payroll For 24 Hour Police Coverage Is Included In Police Department Personnel/
Expenses/Salary.
HIGHWAY - WINTER
35,600.00 35,592.32 36,600.00 1 ,000.00
79,500.00 79,458.42 82,500.00 3 ,000.00
27,000.00 32,976.09 40,000.00 13 ,000.00
21,900.00 21,867.36 22,500.00 600.00
2,400.00 1,661.87 2,000.00 (400.00
17,300.00 17,290.92 19,100.00 1 ,800.00
100.00 44.54 300.00 200.00
3,500.00 3,860.41 5,200.00 1 ,700.00
0.00 0.00 3,000.00 3 ,000.00
1,000.00 1,381.85 1,500.00 500.00
6,300.00 6,075.18 6,500.00 200.00
700.00 782.28 900.00 200.00
11,000.00 9,783.37 11,000.00 0.00
500.00 141.78 500.00 0.00
1,800.00 1,322.00 2,500.00 700.00
400.00 245.03 400.00 0.00
2,400.00 3,389.53 2,700.00 300.00
600.00 276.40 600.00 0.00
200.00 119.80 200.00 0.00
500.00 380.00 500.00 0.00
300.00 265.79 300.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 1,500.00 1 ,500.00
213,000.00 216,914.94 240,300.00 27 ,300.00
Personnel Expense:
Salaries 5 ,230.00 4 760.81 5 ,400.00 170.00
Equipment Expenses:
Expendables-Salt & Sand 11 ,000.00 8 318.92 11 ,000.00 0.00
Equipment Rental 64 270.00 69, 732.25 64 250.00 (20.00)
Equipment Purchase 600.00 0.00 600.00 0.00










Salaries 25 032.00 19,746.26 25 800.00 768.00
Facilities Expense:
Improvements: 57 020.38 57 020.00 (0.38)
- Tarring 8,721.86




TOTAL 57 ,020.38 57,712.30 57 ,020.00 (0.38)
Equipment Expense:
Equipment Rental 44 ,079.58 46,959.00 44 ,080.00 0.42
Administrative Expense:
Street Signs 350.00 529.95 350.00 0.00
GRAND TOTAL 126 481.96 124,947.51 127 250.00 . 768.04











































Salaries: 41,850.00 47,573.52 47,850.00
Facilities Expenses:
Telephone 3,800.00 3,804.82 3,800.00
Equipment Expenses:
Preventative Maintenance 1,800.00 1,147.20 1,800.00
Radio Repairs 500.00 610.00 500.00
26
1993 YR-DATE PROP 1994
BUDGET EXPENSE BUDGET VARIANCE
Expendables (Gas) 1,000.00 1,835.57 1,000.00 0.00
Vehicle Repairs 5,000.00 2,579.73 4,300.00 (700.00)
Equipment - New 1,800.00 5,042.45 0.00 (1,800.00)
Equipment Purchase 3,500.00 2,279.05 7,100.00 3,600.00
First Aid Supply & Equip. 2,500.00 3,027.05 3,000.00 500.00
Protective Clothing 5,000.00 2,201.68 3,000.00 (2,000.00)
idministrative Expenses:
Office Supplies 200.00 96.82 200.00 0.00
Dues, Seminars, Subsrip. 300.00 273.26 300.00 0.00
Training Expense 4,000.00 3,194.00 4,000.00 0.00
Forest Fires 1,500.00 1,247.91 1,500.00 0.00
Misc. General Expense 50.00 231.50 250.00 200.00
ther Expenses:
Fire Prevention 200.00 213.42 200.00 0.00
Physicals 200.00 175.00 200.00 0.00
Hepatitus B 400.00 1,869.00 2,400.00 2,000.00
TOTAL 73,600.00 77,401.98 81,400.00 7,800.00
ENERAL ASSISTANCE
ersonnel Expenses:
Welfare Agent 5 ,940.00 5 ,940.27 6 ,100.00 160.00
Deputy Welfare Agent 1 ,000.00 0.00 500.00 (500.00)
eneral Assistance Expenses:
Medical-Psychological 500.00 10.49 500.00 0.00
. Utilities 3 ,000.00 1:,110.92 3 ,000.00 0.00
Fuel 2 ,000.00 427.98 2 ,000.00 0.00
Rental or Mortgage 8 ,000.00 4,,681.00 8.,000.00 0.00
Contingency Fund 500.00 3 ,098.00 1 ,500.00 1,000.00
Personal Maintenance 100.00 8.25 100.00 0.00
dministrative Expenses:
Office Supplies 50.00 138.75 50.00 0.00
Travel Expense 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00
Dues, Seminars, Subscrip. 200.00 60.00 200.00 0.00
Misc. General Expense 50.00 0.00 50.00 0.00
Telephone - Long Distance 200.00 130.83 200.00 0.00
TOTAL 21,,640.00 15,,606.49 22,,300.00 660.00
ncumbered Funds:










Misc. General Exp; Trees
500.00 0.00 500.00 0.00
300.00 0.00 300.00 0.00
200.00 3.40 100.00 (100.00)
100.00 712.81 100.00 0.00
250.00 69.00 200.00 (50.00)
300.00 0.00 300.00 0.00
100.00 58.00 100.00 0.00
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1993 YR-DATE PROP 1994
BUDGET EXPENSE BUDGET VARIANCE
other Expenses:
Consultant Fees 500.00 1,000.00 500.00 0.00
Legal Fees 100.00 81.60 100.00 0.00
Youth Camp/Education 500.00 0.00 500.00 0.00
Newton Day 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00


























12,345.00 14 ,731.91 15 ,000.00 2,655.00
500.00 768.59 500.00 0.00
275.00 250.98 275.00 0.00
1,230.00 1 ,115.40 700.00 (530.00
2,500.00 1 ,840.00 2 ,500.00 0.00
0.00 42.84 0.00 0.00
400.00 173.17 400.00 0.00
600.00 632.00 600.00 0.00
5,000.00 4 ,194.57 5 ,000.00 0.00
50.00 417.48 100.00 50.00
500.00 0.00 500.00 0.00
30.00 0.00 30.00 0.00


















27,500.00 22,679.67 28,300.00 800.00
4,900.00 4,870.08 5,600.00 700.00
672.00 671.28 700.00 28.00
2,000.00 675.00 500.00 (1 ,500.001
1,000.00 1,005.80 1,000.00 0.00
400.00 386.26 400.00 0.00
250.00 60.00 100.00 (150.00;
5,300.00 3,156.00 5,300.00 0.00
78,400.00 78,722.75 78,400.00 0.00
29,750.00 26,400.00 29,000.00 (750.00
2,500.00 1,718.50 2,500.00 0.00
200.00 60.97 200.00 0.00
4,000.00 2,850.00 3,000.00 (1 ,000.00
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1993 YR-DATE PROP 1994
BUDGET EXPENSE BUDGET VARIANCE
Administrative Expenses:
Training Expense 200.00 0.00 200.00 0.00
Misc. General Expense 500.00 20.15 500.00 0.00
Recycling 1,000.00 190.00 1,000.00 0.00
Hazardous Waste 3,500.00 1,188.30 3,500.00 0.00
TOTAL 162,072.00 144,654.76 160,200.00 (1,872.00)
Encumbered Funds:




















30,500.00 30 ,869.01 31,500.00 1,000.00
475.00 439.15 475.00 0.00
100.00 391.74 100.00 0.00
0.00 524.18 0.00 0.00
450.00 1 ,435.08 450.00 0.00
300.00 140.00 300.00 0.00
1,400.00 1 ,273.70 1,400.00 0.00
200.00 192.00 200.00 0.00
600.00 450.49 500.00 (100.00)
375.00 403.00 400.00 25.00
0.00 5.00 0.00 0.00
16,000.00 17:,442.00 18,000.00 2,000.00
50,400.00 53 ,565.35 53,325.00 2,925.00
CEMETERY
Personnel Expense:
Salaries 10,660.00 8,356.98 11 ,000.00 340.00
Equipment Expense:
Equipment Rental 2,145.00 1,966.00 2 ,145.00 0.00
Equipment Purchase 0.00 45.56 0.00 0.00
Expendables-Gas & Oil 65.00 27.03 65.00 0.00
Other Expenses:
Supplies 130.00 200.60 130.00 0.00
General 0.00 240.00 0.00 0.00
TOTAL 13,000.00 10,836.17 13,,340.00 340.00
Encumbered Funds:
Civil Construction Management 1,200.00
29
SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
Land - Improved and Unimproved
Buildings
Gas Pipe Line
Electric Lines & Poles
TOTAL VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTIONS ALLOWED
Blind Exemptions (2)
Elderly Exemptions (47)
Physically Handicapped Exemption (2)
NET VALUATION ON WHICH THE TAX RATE IS COMPUTED
Amount of Taxes Exempted to Blind
Amount of Taxes Exempted to Elderly
Amount of Taxes Exempted to Physically Handicapped
Amount of War Service Tax Credit
Amount of Solar Tax Credit
Amount of Wood Heating System Tax Credit
Number of Inventories Distributed
Number of Inventories Properly Completed & Filed
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATION
TAXES ASSESSED FOR 1993 AND TAX RATE
Executive
Election, Registration & Vital Statistics
Financial Administration
Legal Expenses


















Cable Committee Hourly Wage
Water Tests - Country Pond
Animal Control
Health Officer, Salary & Expenses
Greater Haverhill Crisis Pregnancy




$ 47, 600, 450. 0(
83, 833, 600. 0(
208,320.0(1
924, 785. OC








































































Lamprey Health Care bSO.OO
General Assistance 1,050.00
Sexual Assault Services 21,640.00
Family Mediation 9o0.00
Vic Geary Center 7,278.00
Rockingham County Community Action Program p'RQo'nnA Safe Place 2,699.00




Cable TV Franchise Fee 2% . onn'^°Conservation Commission o o??'^^
Care of Trees 2,950.00
Interest Expenses - Tax Anticipation Notes 25
'
000
' 00Fire Apparatus & Equipment ro nnn nnHydro-Study 80,000.00
Town Clerk/Tax Collector Office Computer ^fi'ooo'nnPost Office - Lease/Renovation I'nnnnnLibrary Renovations 8,000.00
Police Cruiser 15,000.00
Town Hall & Other Buildings Renovations IsisOO.'oO
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS
$1,332,383.00
LESS ESTIMATED REVENUES AND CREDITS
Land Use Change Tax
Yield Taxes $ 3,640.00
Interest and Penalties on Taxes oMnn'nnBusiness Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 28'oOo'oODog Licenses ^o.uuu.uu
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees oo^nn^n^
Boat Permit Taxes & Other Fees ?'?nn 2?
Railroad Tax 3,400.00
Shared Revenue Block Grant oJ'fn?*^?Highway Block Grant J7, 107.00
Road Toll Refund 48,453.00
^Income From Departments 1,400.00
iRent of Town Property 4,300.00
Sale of Town Property 500.00
Interest on Deposits 38,000 00
cable TV Franchise Fees. Refunds, Forest Fires 30
'
000
" 00Interest From Trust Funds JU,UU0.
Withdrawal From Capital Reserve 1^nn^nnFund Balance 15,000.00
137,938.00
$ 628,440.00
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS
TOTAL OF TOWN, SCHOOL AND COUNTY
^et Town Appropriation
^et School Appropriations ^ 703,943.00




Deduct: Total Business Profits Tax Reimbursement 69,757.00
Add: War Service, Solar & Wood Heating Credits 25,500.0C
Add: Overlay 205,676.00
PROPERTY TAXES TO BE RAISED $4 , 342 , 313 .OC
Less Tax Credits: War Service 23,200.0C
Solar 250. OC.
Wood Heating Systems 2,050.0C
TOTAL TAX COMMITMENT $4 , 316 , 813 .0(
Approved by Department of Revenue Administration
1993 Tax Rate - $32.93 per $1,000.00







STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
1993





Uncollected Taxes - 1993 Property
Uncollected Land Use Change Tax (1993)
Unredeemed Taxes 1991
Unredeemed Taxes 1992






Raymond D. Thayer, Elec & Reg
















Unexpended Balances of Special Appropriations:
- Library Renovations 1,863.42
Surveying Town-Owned Property 6,000.00
Hydrological Study 20,420.47
Town Hall Renovations 7,110.63
Police Renovation/Lease 975.91
Total Unexpended Balance of Spec. Approp.
Reserved for Encumbrances:




School District Taxes Payable
Unexpended Harris Trust Funds
Reserve for Elderly Liens
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(003-01-004-7) 2 ,449 .00
l.OOA (006-09-010) 4 082 00




2.39A (008-02-017-A) 38 ,469 00
.93A (010-06-004) 16 020 00
(016-05-005) 2 ,755 00
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
1993
TOWN BUILDINGS AND LAND Ratio 98%
Recreation Area, Land Heath St, 30.60A (004-05-001) 139,388.00
Town Beach, Land Wenmarks Grove, 6.60A (005-07-001) 82,551.00
Historical Museum, B/0 Wallace St. (011-06-018) 30,300.00
Gale Library, L/B South Main St, .48A (011-07-008) 131,224.00
Furniture and Equipment 263,781.00
Marian Hatch Bldg . L/B South Main St. .13A (011-07-011) 47,143.00
Peanut Trail, R.O.W., 6.50A (011-07-060) 12,857.00
Town Hall, L/B Town Hall Road, . 66A (011-08-002) 230,102.00
Furniture and Equipment 65,000.00
Police Department, Equipment 40,000.00
Fire Department, L/B South Main St, .86A (012-01-011) 134,796.00
Equipment 40,000.00
Peanut Trail, R.O.W., 8.50A (012-01-013) 11,327.00
Town Forest, Hadley Road, 13.16A (012-04-017) 24,388.00
Transfer Station, Dugway Road, 16.80A (016-01-002) 46,735.00
Compactor and Other Equipment 47,400.00
FIRE PONDS
Fire Pond-2 Keezer Lane, .57A
Fire Pond-13 Whittier Street,
Fire Well-Tanglewood Drive,
Fire Pond-llA Whittier Street,
Fire Pond-49 Smith Corner Rd
,
Fire Pond & Road-Durgin Drive
Fire Pond-Dugway Road, .77A
CEMETERIES
Highland Street, Highland Street, 4.28A (005-04-023) No Value
Willow Grove, Whittier Street, 1 . 70A (006-13-001) No Value
Quaker Grove, Baker Street, .25A (007-06-007) No Value
Pond Street, Pond Street, .06A (010-02-002) No Value
Town Hall, Town Hall Road, l.OOA (011-07-001) No Value
Farmer's, Dugway Road, . 30A (016-05-001) No Value
LAND AND BUILDINGS ACQUIRED
THROUGH TAX COLLECTOR'S DEED
25 Wilders Grove Road, Land, .18A (002-03-025) 9,286.00
Off New Boston Road, 3 . 50A Wetland (003-02-009) 1,224.00
Willard Paul Land, Off New Boston Road
7.00A Wetland (003-02-010) 2,449.00
Pond Street, Land .16A (004-02-005) 816.00
Heath Street, 14.50A, Backland (004-06-005) 5,000.00
Off Bartlett Street, Land, 15.00A (005-01-006) 12,551.00
Arnold Frizzell Land, 69 Whittier Street
l.OOA (005-04-008) 11,837.00
Shaw Land, Country Pond Road, 2.70A (006-01-005) 19,286.00
Off Country Pond Road, Backland, 4.31A (006-02-002-1) 3,163.00
Country Pond Road Backland, 1 . 60A (006-03-001) 612.00
Country Pond Road, Land, 5 . 30A (006-02-003) (006-02-002) 4,694.00
Guscora Land, Thornell Road
6.50A Backland (006-08-005) 10,102.00
Off Elm Street, Land, 2 . 60A (006-14-003) 4,490.00
36
LAND AND BUILDINGS ACQUIRED
THROUGH TAX COLLECTOR'S DEED
W/S B&M Railroad, Land, Whittier St. Ext.
2.58A (007-01-001) 3,980.00
Sonning Development Land, 3 Smith Corner
Road, 1.07A (007-03-024) 19,388.00
W/S B&M Railroad, Off Whittier St. Ext.
1.40A (008-01-002) 2,143.00
E/S B&M Railroad, 9.70A Wetland (008-02-001) 2,959.00
Elmer Larson Land, Smith Corner Road,
12.60A Backland (008-02-008) 15,408.00
Stanley James Land, Maple Avenue, 13.00A (010-07-005-1) 22,245.00
Town Hall Road, Land, 5.40A (011-07-017) 33,469.00
Town Hall Road, Land, 5.31A (011-07-017-1) 30,408.00
Pilgrim Homes Land, Bear Hill Rd
,
10.79A (017-01-001,002) & (011-07-041-53) 20,918.00
Willard Paul Land, Bancroft Road, 6.00A (011-07-054) 11,327.00
Dufresne Land & Building, South Main Street,
2.05A (012-04-001) 90,408.00
Off South Main Street/Merrimac Line
(Rear of Dufresne) 7.84A (012-04-018) 19,898.00
Dugway Road, Land, 2.30A (016-01-003) 34,898.00
Amesbury Road, Backland 20.50A (016-04-015) 23,571.00
Heath Street, L/B .69A (004-05-009) 81,837.00
CONSERVATION LAND
Stronach Land, 30 Bartlett St, 20.00A (005-01-002) 31,122.00
Robert & Frank McCourt , Currierville Road,
28.64A (009-05-001) 74,898.00
The Marshall Property, Wallace St. L/0
5.20A 03/12/91 Town Mtg. Art. #21 (011-06-018) 48,776.00
TOTAL $2,074,644.00
OFFICE OF THE TOWN CLERK
As of December 31, 1993
Paid to Treasurer:
Motor Vehicle Permits $230,969.00






Number of Motor Vehicle Permits Issued 4,616
Number of Dogs Licenses Issued 398
Number of Marriage Licenses Issued 21
Respectfully submitted,
Raymond D. Thayer, Town Clerk
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Records of Town Meeting
March 9&10. 1993
The meeting was called to order by the Moderator .Peter Luciano at
10:00 A.M. and the polls were declared open to act on Articles #1 & #2














Selectman for Three Years.
Stephen M. Gushing
David R.LeDuc
A David M. Robinson
Road Commissioner for Three Years
X Dewey A.Bowley






Trustee of Trust Funds for Three Years.
X John F.Swasey Jr. 587
Trustee of Gale Library for Three Years.
X Candace A.Luciano 616
Cemetery Trustee for Three Years.
X Keith A.Bisson









Article # 2 Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #1
to the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by petition of
25 or more legal registerd voters for this Town?
"To see if the Town will vote to designate certain
areas of the Town of Newton as Prime Wetlands as
authorized in RSA 482-A:15 and described in documents
and maps filed by the Conservation Commission with
the Town Clerk as required by RSA 675:3."
THE PLANNING BOARD DISAPPROVES OF THIS AMENDMENT.
BEACUSE A PROTEST PETITION WAS FILED AND MET ALL
THE REQUIREMENTS, THIA ARTICLE NEEDED A 2/3
MAJORITY TO PASS.









For the office of Scho61 Board Member from Newton for
term ending in 1996
X James L. Doggett 3 51
Bernard R. Morel 331
For School Board Member at large for term ending in 1996
Jane S. Milotte
X George A. Schiller, Jr.
For School Moderator term ending in 1994
X Richard "Rick" Russman 560
Candace Luciano ( Write-in) 2
Mr. Morel submitted a request for a recount on March 10,1993.
The recount was held on March 15,1993 at 6:30 P.M. at the Newton
Town Hall. Thfe result,s after the recount werecss followed :
James L. Doggett 349
Bernard R. Morel 331
The winner after the recount was James L. Doggett by 18 Votes.
The meeting was adjourned at 10:30 P.M. to reconvene on
Wednesday March 10,1993 at the Sanborn Regional Middle School
to complete the meeting.
The Moderator Peter Luciano called the meeting to order at 7:10 PM
and led the attending voters in the Pledge of Allegiance.
Peter then introduced all election officials and thanked all
who have helped with the Election process. Peter exten ded his
regrets'from David R. LeDuc who could not attend due to illness,
Peter then invited anyone that would like to serve on any of the
following committees to sumbit a letter to the Selectmen
Finance Committee, Board of Appeals, and Water Board .
Peter then explained the new ballot procedure that will be
implemented at this meeting for the first time. This procedure
is designed to save time by only having to check in with the
Supervisors of the Checklist once, instead of checking in for
every secret ballot vote.
Each registered voter is given a card to sign as they check in.
Along with this card they are given a sheet of ballots with
numbers 1-10 on perforated YES NO ballots. The card that each
voter signs, is left with the Supervisors at the door if the
voter leaves the building for any reason. The card is returned
to the voter upon his return to the Meeting Hall.
When there is a call for a secret ballot vote, tlie Moderator
announces the number of the perforated ballot to be used for
that particular vote'?
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Only ballots with the correct number printed on the perforated
ballot will be counted .
Peter then continued to explain the rqles §et jEor the t5eet4ng.
Peter then announced the winners from the previous evening on
articles #1 & # 2.
Article I 3 To hear reports of Town Officers and pass any vote relatin
thereto.
MOVED AND SECONDED CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE.
Ralph stated at thi§ time that the audit report done by the
acountihg firm of Vachon,Clukay & Co. was not complete in
time to include in this report, but will be included in next
years report
.
Article #4 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
MOVED AND SECONDED CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE.
Article | 5 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the-Selectmen
to transfer tax liens and convey property acquired by
Tax Collectorr Deed by public auction ( or advertised
sealed bid ) or in such manner as determined by the
Selectmen as justice maty require.
MOVED AND SECONDED CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE.
Article #6 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to sell any property of the Town, excluding Real Estate,
not used for public purposes, by advferfiised sealed bids.
MOVED AND SECONDED CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE.
Article I 7 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to apply for , receive and expend Federal and ^
State Grants which may become available during the course
of the year, in accordance with RSA 31:95-b and also to
accept and expend money from any other Governmental Unit
or private source to be used for purposes for which the
municipality may legally appropriate money.
MOVED AND SECONDED CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE.
Article #8 To see if the Townwill vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to accept gifts or personal property , other
than cash, to the Town for any public -purposes . This
authorization in accordance with RSA 31-95-e shall
remain in effect until rescinded by a vote of the
Town Meeting.
MOVED AND SECONDED CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE.
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Article If 9 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Library
Trustees to apply for, accept and expend, without further
action bythe Town Meeting, money from State, Federal , or
other Governmental Unit or a private source which becomes
available during the fiscal year, in accordance with RSA
202-A:4-c.
MOVED AND SECONDED CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE
Article 11 10 On a petition of 25 or more legal voters, to see if the
Town of Newton will vote to grant a discount of 5% on
property taxes if paid within fifteen ( 15 ) days of
the date of the tax bill. ( RSA 80:52 ).
MOVED AND SECONDED CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE.
Article t 11 On a petition of 25 or more legal voters, to see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,100.00 to increase the salary for the three Select-
men from $2,500.00 per year to $3,200.00 per year.
Discussion :
Joe Simone stated th&t this is a 28 % increase and
wondered liow many of the voters of Newton were going
to receive this much of an increase at their jobs.
Nancy Wrigley compared our Selectmen's pay to other
towns including Kingston, Plaistow, Sandown, & Epping
and feels that they are wotth more due to the number
of hours they spend working for the Town of Newton.
Allan Lamond stated that we can not be compared to
other towns, and that it should be a matter of
af fordability of the voters of Newton.
Selectman Robert Donovan stated that the Selectmen
were not the proponents of this article.
Frederick Richards asked when the Selectmen last
got an increase and Robert Donovan stated that he
thinks it was six or seven years ago.
MOVED AND SECONDED DEFEATED BY VOICE VOTE.
Article §12 On a petition of 25 or more legal voters, to see if
the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
abolish the practice and use of the State Inventory
of Taxable Property and Census Report Form (PA-28)
that is mailed out annually. ( RSA 74 )
.
Discussion :
Ralf Hartwell asked if this data is available anywhere
else.
Joe Simone also wanted to know if this information is
stored in a computer for future reference.
Ralph Fellows stated that this information is stored
but also stated that he is in favor of abolishing
the Inventory and Census Report.
John Swasey spoke in favor of continuing the practice
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because it provides valuable information.
MOVED AND SECONDED CP.RRIED BY VOICE VOTE..
Article #13 On a petition of 25 or more legal voters, to see if the
Town of Newton will vote to adopt the provisions of the
Municipal Budget Law ( RSA Chapter 32 ) . Six (6)
Members to be appointed by the Moderator for the fiscal
year 1993. Thereafter, Member i are to be elected at the
Annual Town Meeting by written ballot for three year
terms, with the exception of fiscal year 1994, where
terms will be staggered. Two ( 2') Members elected for
three ( 3 ) years ,Two ( 2 ) Members for two ( 2 T
years, and Two ( 2 ) Members elected for one ( 1 ) year.
One member of the Board of Selectmen, designated by
said Board shall sit on the Budget Committee as a
voting member.
Discussion:
Joe Simone spoke against this article and stated
that this is just another board to keep track of and
that it is hard enough to get people to run for office
already.
Allan Lamond spoke in favor of this article and
stated that 135 Cities and Towns have adopted the
Municipal Budget Act, and that we should be using
the talent and resources that we have available to
us.. He stated that we have some intelligent people
in Town and wants them to be involved with the
Budget Process.
MOVED AND SECONDED DEFEATED BY VOICE VOTE.
Article I 14 On a petition of 25 or more legal voters, to see if
the Town of Newton will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,500.00 to increase the salary of the
Tax Collector from $ 4500.00 a year to $7,000.00 a
year.
Motion to Amend MOVED AND SECONDED.
Amended "to read: On a petition of 25 or more legal
voters, to see if the Town of Newton will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 to
increase the salary of the Tax Collector from $6,000.00
a year to $7,000.00 a year.
This amendment is due to the fact that the Select-
men increased the salary to $ 6,000.00 when they
did the budget for 1993.
Discussion:
Jennifer Gaines and Marion Cipolle wanted clarif-
ication on the article, and were satisfied with
Mr. Fellows reason stated above.
John McPartland spoke in favor of this article
and stated that he felt that the Tax Collector
should be compensated, due to semi-annual billing,
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increased hours, and availability after posted
hours.
MOVED AND SECONDED CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE.
Article #15 On a petition of 25 or more legal voters, to see
if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to Change the Health Officer salaried
position of $10,000.00 per year, to be funded by
fee(s) payment only, raised through fees assessed
for §efvices required of the position. Said fees
raised shall also be used to cover expenses
incurred to administer and operate this position.
Discussion:
David Detour, the present Health Officer spok^
and stated that he was going to ask that this
article be table<^,but this was not allowed due to
the rules set by the Moderator prior to the start
of the Town Meeting. He then read a prepared
statement with information relative to the position
of the Health Officers duties. He asked that the
I
voters defeat this article, and stated that a lot
i of his duties are unknown to the general public
f due to the confidental nature of some issues.
r
'l
George Boucher asked the voters to pass this
I
article, due to the fact that the State regulations
I
are the same as the Town regulations and feels
s* that it is a duplication of services. He also
I
fe§ls that the Health Officer has not been
available during the day and is overpayed.
Allan Lamond asked the voters to pass this
article because the Health Officer is not bring-
ing in enough fees at this time to cover the
salary. It is costing the Town between $6,000.00
and $7,000.00 a year out of the Taxpayers pockets.
Gary Grossman asked the voters to pass this
article, and stated that all fees should be paid
to the Health Officer,
Robert Gleichauf asked that the voters pass
this article and compared paying the Town Clerk
$14,000.00 a year to be available every day to
paying $10,000.00 a year to the Health Officer
that is only available limited hours.
Ralph Fellows asked the voters to defeat this
article and stated that the Town has not had a
lawsuit against us since Mr. Detour has been the
Health Officer and that he is an asset to the Town
of Newton.
MOVED AND SECONDED DEFEATED BY VOICE VOTE,
Request that voters act on this article by a show
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of hands due to the closeness of the voice vote.
Moderator asked three Election Officials to count
hands raised for or against this article.
YES 81 NO 61 Article Passes.
Article Hie On petition of 25 or more legal voters,
pursuant
'^
to RSA 197;6,to see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $2,000.00 for payment; _
of hourly wages in the amount of five dollars ($5.00)
per hour to duly appointed and trained members of Newt
community access television ( NCAT -52 ) for time !
spent televising local meetongs, events and information
Discussion:
Donna Smith spoke and asked to amend the article to
remove the phrase $5.oo per hour. due to the Matrix
system that the Town has in place.
George Dolak asked how many people are involved &
was told by Mrs. Smith th^t the present volunteers
will continue to work for no pay, but thereare times
when none of them are available, and that we are now
training High School students to operate the equipment
and that this will give these students a chance to
earn some money, and also be involved with Town
functions.
Joe Simone stated that we should check into the
way insurance is handled for volunteers , as opposed
to paid employees.
Motion to Amend MOVED AND SECONDED
Amended to read:
On petition of (25) or more legal voters, pursuant
to RSA 197:6, to see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $2,000.00 for pay-
ment to duly appointed 'and trained members of
Newton Community Access Television ( NCAT-52)
by the Board of Selectmen, for time spent tel-
evising local meetings, events and information.
MOVED AND SECONDED CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE.
Article # 17 To see if the Town will vote to raise and
approp-
riate the sum of $6,000.00 for the Police Depart-
ment to go to twenty-fout (24) hour police cover-
age.
Discussion; Robert Donovan spoke in favor of this
article, and stated that this will be a cost effect-
ive move, because the way it is handled now, the
call has to go through Rockingham Base, and they
in turn contact an on call officer or an officer
from another Town.
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George Dolak wanted statistics for the time period not
covered at this time, but there were none available at
that time. Chief Bower said that he did not have any
facts available ,but said that there are a lot of calls
Gary Grossman asked that we defeat this article until
we have more facts.
Fran Nawoichykasked if this amount will double next
year, and was told by Robert Donovan that it would, but
this is still less money than hiring a new officer.
Stay Trenholm spoke in favor of this article, and
reiterated that this is the most cost effective way
to get twenty-four coverage.
MOVED AND SECONDED CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE
rticle # 18 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $8,000.00 for the lease and renovation,
for the first year of a three year lease, for the old
Post Office Builind on Amesbury Road, to be used for the
Newton Police Department.
Discussion:Fran Nawoichyk asked if t
would cover the lease and all of the
how much the cost per month would be
opposed to now, and how much it will
purchase the building after the leas
Ralph Fellows stated that the cost o
will be picked up by the present own
that the monthly rent for the first
The second year will be $250 and th
will be $300 per month . The purchas
lease period will be $100,000.00. Th
this time is $119,000.00.^0 continue
Nancy Harden spoke in favor of this
that it is a safety hazard trying to
of the driveway at the present locat
back of the Town Hall.) In response
ation to renovate the Town Hall Nanc
voters vote against this to keep "a
New England flavor "by not chopping
he $8,000.00
renovations needed,
in three years as
cost the Town to
e period.
f renovations
er of the bui Iding ,
year wi 1 1 be $200,
at the third year
e price after the
e Assesed valQe-:at
lease would be $700a Month
article. She stated
get in and out
ion , ( in the
to a recommend-
y asked that the
1 ittle bit of
up the Town Ha 1 1
.
Myrtle Rogers asked if the septic system in place at
Old Post Office Building was adequate for the amount
of people that would be using it daily.
Ralph Fellows told the voters that the septic is
designed to hold 1000 gallons, and could accomadate
4-5 full t ime people .
Many spoke about the end of the lease and if the
purchase price can be adjusted to reflect fair market
value at the time of purchase.
Ralph Fellows stated that the present owner would consider
thi s at that t ime
.
Mary Allen asked the voters to start a capital reserve
so we will have the money when we are ready to purchase
the building, and was told by Robert Donovan that this
will be started at next years Town Meeting.
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Peter Merrill Asked if the property willbe exempt from
taxes when it becomes a Municipal Building.
Ralph Fellows stated that as soon as we start the lease
it will become exempt from taxes.
Ronald Skovron spoke against this article because of
zoning and septic quest ions .and felt that renovating the
present building was money well spent . ^oujra »4rti.t,^
Mark Langevin asked for a secret ballot on this article and
was told he was out of order, and needed 5 Signatures
of voters to vote secret ballot. Mr. Langevin was able to
obtain the required signatures , and the article was then
voted on .
SECRET BALLOT
YES 123 NO 49. ARTICLE CARRIED.
Article #19 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $15,300.00 to purchase a new police cruise.
( Per State Bid Price ).
Di scuss ion :
Robert Donovan spoke in favor of this article and
said that the cruiser that will be replaced is the 1989 Chevy
Caprice, due to high milage and the condition of the cruiser.
He also stated that after the Town Receives the insurance check
for damages to the cruiser from an accident , that the true
cost for the new cruiser will be $12,000.00.
Tom Krajewski asked how many cruisers we now have in service
and was told by Mr. Donovan that we have three.
Tom asked that we defeat this article .
MOVED AND SECONDED CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE
Article # 20 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to enter into a lease agreement for the purpose
of leasing a E-ONE Tanker Pumper for the Fire Department
and to raise and appropriate the sum of $80,000.00 for the
first years payment of a four contract for that purpose and
to authorize the Board of Selectmen to withdraw $40,000.00
for this purpose.
Di scussion :
David Baker told the voters of how he started a replacement
program in 1988. He stated that the vehicle that will be
replaced by the new Pumper is 30 years old, and that the
next replacement will not be until 1999. He also state
that if this article passes, he will withdraw article # 21.
Many voters asked if we will purchase the vehicle after
the lease period and Mr. Baker stated that we will own it
after the lease has been satisfied.
Dave Baker gave a description of the Pumper and than there
was a motion to move to question.
MOVED AND SECONDED CARRIES BY VOICE VOTE.
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Article H 21 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $40,000.00 to be placed in a Capital
Reserve Fund for the future purchase of fire apparatus
and equipment.
Di scuss ion :
Moderator asked the voters to defeat this article
in light of the voters passing Article #20. and
Chief Bakers request that we remove the article.
10
MOVED AND SECONDED DEFEATED BY VOICE VOTE.
Article H 22 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $15,000.00 for the purpose of repairing the
fire escape, replacing doors to comply with the fire
code, grading and removal of the retaining wall, and
for paving the parking lot at the Gale Library and to
authorize the withdrawal of the fifteen thousand
,
($15,000.00 ) from the Capital Reserve Fund created
for that purpose.
Discussion :
Mary Lou Fowler a trustee of the Library stafed that
the Library is trying to conform to State regulations,
in response to Kenneth Pelletiers question about State
requirements .
MOVED AND SECONDED CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE.
Article » 23 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to expend 2% of the 5% Cable TV
Franchise money, each year to purchase new equipment,
as stated in the Harron Cable TV Contract. This
authorization shall remain in effect until rescinded
by a vote of the Town Meeting.
Di scuss ion :
Ralph Fellows stated that we need to do this to
make the agreement with Harron Cable TV legal.
Many voters asked for a dollar amount that will be
spent on equipment, and what happens to any money
that is not spent.
Donna Smith Chairman of NCAT-52 stated that all money
expended must be by approval of the Board of Selectmen,
and that all unexoended money goes back into the
General Fund. If we vote in favor of this article ,
this policy stays in affect until a vote at a future
Town Meeting changes this policy.
MOVED AND SECONDED CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE
Article # 24 To see of the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $13,500.00 to be used for renovations to
the Town Hall and Other Town Buildings. ( Per
Selectmens Bid Policy.)
Di scuss ion :
Ralph Fellows told the voters that some of the
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specific things that this money will be used for are,
the floor downstairs at the Town Offices. the roof




MOVED AND SECONDED CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE
Article # 25 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,131,328.00. which represents the posted
operating budget (MS-6). Said sum in exclusive of all
special articles addressed.
Discussion : ^ ^ ^ 4.u j ,.
Robert Donovan asked that the voters amend this
article to $1,146,328.00 by adding $15,000 due to
the added costs this year to the Road Commissioners
Budget caused by the unusually heavy amount of snow
this year.
MOTION TO AMEND. CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE.
Discussion :
Robert Donovan again asked
figure to include the sum of
program omitted from the
the D.A.D. representative failed to submit the request
by the deadline. After the D.A.D. representative spoke
in favor of this article, the amendment
the voters to amend this
$2,000.00 for th D.A.D.
warrant due to the fact that
was voted on
MOTION TO AMEND CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE.
Discussion: ^ ^ a
Tom Grogan stated that this amendment may be denied
by the state
After the amendments the article reads:To see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1 148 328. 00, which represents the posted
operating
budget (MS-6). Said sum is exclusive of all special
articles addressed.
MOVED AND SECONDED. CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE.
Article # 26 To see if the Town will vote
to raise and aothortze
the Board of Selectmen to expend up to $1,500.00
for sampling and analysis of Country Pond in
conjunction with the State and the EPA in order
to
insure the safety of our residents who use the
pond
for recreational uses and draw their drinking
water
( Indirectly ) from the pond.
MOVED AND SECONDED. CARRIED BY VOICE
VOTE.
Article H 27 To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate
the sum of $6,000.00 for the purchase of a
computer,
printer. software. programing and networking
for the
TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR office.
'^'joe'limSne asked if the system will be
compatible
with what we are already using in the
Selectmens
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Office, lie was told by Nancy Wrigley that they are
compatible, and also told of the benefits to the Town
by updating the current system.
Robert Donovan spoke in favor of the article.
MOVED AND SECONDED CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE.
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Article H 28 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,000.00 for surveying town owned property
MOVED AND SECONDED CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE.
Article H 29 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Cem-
etery Trustees to raise the cost of selling a Cem-
etery lot from $60.00 per lot to $100.00 per lot,
per the recommmendat ion of the Board of Selectmen,
Cemetery Trustees, and Trustees of Trust Funds.
Discuss ion :
David Robinson asked to amend the article by adding
"after July 1,1993" to the end of the article.
MOTION TO AMEND MOVED AND SECONDED
After amendment article H 29 reads:
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Cem-
etery Trustees to raise the cost of selling a Cemet-
ery lot from $60.00 per lot to $100.00 per lot, per
the recommendation of the Board of Selectmen , Cemetery
Trustees and Trustee of Trust Funds after July 1,1993
MOVED AND SECONDED CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE
article » 30 To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the use
of class VI roads in Newton known as: Old Lower Road,
Old Bancroft Rocd.Ray Avenue . Sh i
r
ley Avenue, Hoyt Road,
and Locke Avenue. RSA 231:43.
Di scuss ion :
Stephen Cushing offered an amendment to this
article.
Nancy Marden wanted clarification on what it means
to the abutters if the road is discontinued.
Donna Cushing explained that the road would go back
to the abutters on either side of the road.
Anita Morril & Robert Broyer spoke against this
article due to safety reasons. Both parties reside
on roads in quest ion
.
They both were concerned about
the maintenance of the roads if the Town votes to
discontinue them.
Many people spoke, and gave a number of amendments.
MOTION TO AMEND MOVED AND SECONDED
After amendment article H 30 reads:
To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the use
of class VI roads in Newton known as : Old Bancroft
Road from the end of the paved cul de sac to the




Article » 31 To See if the Townwill vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $750.00 to be used during 1993, to help
support the Greater Haverhill Crisis Pregnancy
Center.
MOVED AND SECONDED. CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE.
Article # 32 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $23,005.00 for the following social services
Vic Geary Center $1,000.00
Seacoast Hospice 200.00
Rockingham Counseling Center 650.00
Lamprey Health Care 1,050.00
Rockingham Visiting Nurse Assoc. 5,678.00
A Safe Place 200.00
Area Homemaker Home Health Aide 3,300.00
Sexual Assualt Support Services 950.00
Rockingham County Community Action 2,699.00
Family Mediation & Juvenile Serv. 7,278.00
Discussion:
Joe Simone asked a couple of questions in reference
to the Family Mediation Program . He wanted to know
how many people from Newton utilize the program.
Heather Campbell the Director of Family Mediation
told the voters that 25 clients were from the Town
of Newton, and that this represents a 25 % increase
over 1991.
MOVED AND SECONDED. CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE
Article » 33 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $10,000.00, to supplement the $45,000.00
raised and appropriated at the Special Town Meeting
of October 9. 1990, for the completion of the Hydro-
logical Study at the former open burning dump
( located at the site of the current Transfer Station.)
on Dugway Road.
Di scussion :
Fran Nawoichyk asked why this was being brought
before the voters again.
Ralph Fellows told the voters that the estimate
when we voted to raise the sum of $45,000.00
was too low, and that we need this extra amount of
$10,000.00 to complete the testing.
Ther was a suggestion to amend the article to
finish the testing this year, but Robert Fox told
the voters that we should'nt do that because if they
find any problems we may need to appropriate more
money in the future.
MOVED AND SECONDED
CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE
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Article # 34 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to sell the 1941 Ford Fire Truck to the
Historical Society for the sum of One Dollar ($1.00 ).
MOVED AND SECONDED. CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE.
Article # 35 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to accept Crystal Lane as a town road.
The road has been constructed to Town Specifications
and has been approved by the Town Road Agent.
Discussion:
Tom Grogan asked were this road is.
Ralph Fellows was not sure and took some good natured
ribbing from the voters.
Robert Donovan told the voters that the road is off
Smith Corner Road.
MOVED AND SECONDED. CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE.
Article # 36 To transact any other business that may legally come
before the Meeting.
At this time Forrest Reynolds, presented plaques, on
behalf of the Historical Society to be mounted on the
front of the' Town Hall and the Marion Hatch Building,
to the Board of Selectmen.
Robert Donovan commended Peter Luciano, for conducting
his first Town Meeting in such a Professional manner.
He also welcomed David H. Robinson as Newtons newest
Selectman.
Tom Grogan thanked the people of Newton for dedicating
this years Annual Town Report to himself, and his wife
Jean Grogan.
The voters gave a round of applaud to David LeDuc
for his years of sevice as a Selectman for the past
six years.
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Property, Yield and Land Use
Change Taxes
Levy of 1992
As of December 31, 1993
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SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1993
-DR-
1992 1991 1990
Balance of Unredeemed Tax
as of January 1, 1993 $174,258.58 $87,968.92
Taxes Sold to Town During
Current Fiscal Year $ 293,056.61
Welfare Interest 512.68 1,662.40
Interest & Costs 6,487.50 18,039.77 24,988.74
Overpayments 0.00 18.00 37.93
TOTAL DEBITS $ 300,056.79 $193,978.75 $112,995.59
-CR-
Remittances to Treasurer During Year
Redemptions 79,256 56 $ 71 117 10 $73 880 .85
Interest & Cost After
Tax Lien 6,487 .50 18 ,039 77 24 988 .74
Overpayments 00 18 00 37 93
Welfare Voucher Tax 1,887 32 412 60 .00
Welfare Interest 512 68 1 662 40 00
Deeded to Town 13,205 32 14 ,551 .21 14 088 .07
Abated 16 73 00 00
Unredeemed Taxes as of
December 31, 1993 198,690 .68 88 ,177 .67 00





UNREDEEMED TAXES FROM TAX LIEN
As Of December 31, 1993
1992 199 1
Anderson, Joan
Barry, Russell & Thomas
Bellan, John & Jane
Bozek, George & William 228.84
Brown, Kevin & Kendrick
Burt, Michael & Cheryl 2,468.99 2,012.72
Chrigstrom, Charles & Nellie B. Est.
Chrigstrom, Charles & Nellie B. Est.
Chrigstrom, Charles & Nellie B. Est.
Clement, Joseph A. 2,758.36 2,770.30
Connaghan, Leo
Cornell, Jacqueline
Costa, Christine & Minahan, Humphrey
Descoteaux, Ronald H. & Terrence L.
Dufresne, Edward & Bonnie
Dupuis, Amedee & Susan
Dupuis, Phyllis Estate
Ferrandi, Joseph D. 245.37
Fitzgerald, Linda J.
French, Sharon & Curtis, Jacqueline 1,450.05 2,005.48
Frost, Charles
Gaudette , William
Gaynor, Daniel P. 112.99 135.82
George, Clarence Est., Richard, Francis
Gray, Charles
Greaney, Kevin & Suzanne
Hall, Allyson
Hall, Richard & Stella 269.98 344.59
Harvey, Ernest
Haskell, Robert & Cindy
Hill, Lyman
Hoban, Thomas
James, Richard & Deborah 6,079.46 4,195.54
Keraghan, John
Kolias, Gerda 2,865.90 2,762.03
Landry, Paul
Leavitt, Helen E. ( Kennett
)
898.57
LeVasseur, Richard & Kathy
LeBuff, Charles & Robyn
MacEachern, Joseph
MacDonald, Barbara E. 3,989.47 1,955.88
Maillett, Ronald Sr., & Stella 3,525.21 4,090.13
Marchildon, David & Bonnie 2,169.61 1,573.18
Marchildon, David & Bonnie 303.95 116.62
Martin, Susan
McCormick, Denise M. 4,051.76 4,158.34
Melvin, Sr., Charles R. 3,183.12 1,926.05
Melvin, Sr., Charles R. 875.84
Mika, Richard & JoAnn 2,687.86 1,772.94
Mika, Richard & JoAnn 368.88 325.40



















































UNREDEEMED TAXES FROM TAX LIEN






Paone , Delano & Oksana





Sabella, Vincent & Rhomaine
Savery, Earl & Marilyn
Scott, Paul & Lucie
Silva, Victor W. & Jacqueline
Silva, Victor W. & Jacqueline
Skinner, Gerald Estate
Smith, Clifford & Marjorie
Sylvester, C. Wesley & Arlene
Taylor, Dean
Torossian, Doris
Tselios, Panagiotis & Jane
Wallace, Addie Heirs
West, Wilfred & Eleanor
White, Heather
White, Catherine & Wood, Dorayne
Whittaker, Dorothy Est.
Whitty, Louis & Wendy
Wilson, Frederick & Linda
Wilson, Stephen
Wojtkowski, William























































K & P Inc.
L.J.F. Realty Trust




















UNREDEEMED TAXES FROM TAX LIEN
As Of December 31, 1993
1992 1991
V & M Associates/G. Melvin & D. Vermette
V & M Associates/G. Melvin & D. Vermette
V & M Associates/G. Melvin & D. Vermette
V & M Associates/G. Melvin & D. Vermette
V & M Associates/G. Melvin & D. Vermette
V & M Associates/G. Melvin & D. Vermette
V & M Associates/G. Melvin & D. Vermette
V & M Associates/G. Melvin & D. Vermette


















January 1, 1993 - December 31, 1993
RECEIPTS:
Maureen A. Donovan, 1992 Treasurer
SELECTMEN:
TOWN CLERK:
























Land Use Change Tax
Property Taxes-Previous Years



















Paid 2,797 vouchers drawn by Selectmen
Bal per First N.H. Stmt
Bal per First N.H. MMIA
Bal per Plaistow Bk & Tr Stmt
1993 Deposit not on Stmt
1993 Checks Outstanding
Bank Stmt Reconciliation
























Gove Soil Sciences, Inc.













N.H. Assoc, of Conservation Com.
(2 handbooks @ $12.00)
Susan J. Rice (Reimbursement-Trees)
Wetlands Preservation Inc.
Transfer to Conservation (MMIA)
State of NH, Wetlands Board
(9 NH Admin. Rules @ $5.00)
Town of Newton (Reimb. General Fund
Newspaper Ads
)
Robert Fox, (Postage Reimburse)









































Town of Newton Rec . Com.






Louise's Sport Shop, Equip.
Esco Awards, Trophies































Allen Taylor (Reimb. Copier &.
Wood Processor)
Ken's Hot Topping Service
East Coast Lumber










































Received By Tax Collector:
1993 Property Taxes
Land Use Change Tax
Property Taxes-Previous Years
Yield Taxes




Impending Tax Lien Costs
Tax Overpayments
Total Received By Tax Collector
Received By Boat Tax Collector:
Boat Registration Permits
Received By Town Clerk:
1993 Motor Vehicle Permits
Dog Licenses
Dog License Penalties






Total Received By Town Clerk
Received By Selectmen:
General Funds
Total Received By Selectmen
Received From 1993 Treasurer:
























































Fire Department/Forest Fires 77,401.98
Civil Defense 873.60
Building Inspection/Other Inspec. 10,119.96
Total Public Safety Expenses $302,640.48
Highways & Streets:
Town Maintenance - Summer $124,947.51
- Winter 82,811 .98
Street Lighting 18,422.91
Care of Trees 7,107.00
Total Highway Expenses $233,289.40
Sanitation:
Solid Waste Disposal Area $144,654.76
Total Sanitation Expenses $144,654.76
Health:
Testing-Country Pond $ 1,500.00
Animal Control 6,671.83
Ambulance 23,000.00
Lamprey Health Care 1,050.00
Rockingham Visiting Nurse Assoc. 5,678.00
DAD, Inc. (Disallowed by DRA
)
0.00
Rockingham Counseling Center 650.00
Seacoast Hospice 200.00
Greater Haverhill Pregnancy 1,500.00
Total Health Expenses $ 40,249.83
Welfare
:
General Assistance $ 15,606.49
Rockingham Cty Community Action 2,699.00
Family Mediation & Juvenile Ser. 7,278.00
A Safe Place 200.00
Vic Geary Center 1,000.00
Area Homemaker Home Health Aide 3,300.00
Sexual Assault Services 950.00







Total Culture & Recreation Exp. $ 90,118.35
Debt Service:
Interest Expense-Tax Anti Note $ 26,390.00
Total Debt Service Expense $ 26,390.00
Capital Outlay:
24 Hour Police Coverage $ 6,000.00




Town Hall & Other Bldgs Renovations 6,886.00


























Total Miscellaneous Expenses $ 99,292.98
Unclassified:
Payment on Tax Anti Notes $ 800,000.00
Tax Lien Acquisition 293,056.61
Tax Lien & Redemption Fees 897.04
Elderly Tax Lien Acquisition 1,226.00
Elderly Tax Lien Redemption Fees 89.46
Discounts, Abatements & Refunds 69,573.25
Payments on 1992 Accounts 9,741.00
Conservation Land Use Change Tax 25% 910.00
Total Unclassified Expenses $1,175,493.36
Payments To Other Governmental Divisions:
Paymts to State: a/c Dog Lie $ 220.50
Paymts to State: a/c Marr Lie 728.00
Paymts to School District 3,220,845.00
Payment to County 176,782.00
Total Paymts/Other Govern. Div. $3,398,575.50
TOTAL PAYMENTS FOR ALL PURPOSES $5,864,736.18
Cash on Hand, December 31, 1993 868,043.78
GRAND TOTAL $6,732,779.96
DETAIL STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
Greneral Funds
From Local Taxes:
Property Taxes - Year 1993 $3,629,954.29
Land Use Change Tax 3,640.00
Property Taxes-Previous Years 739,078.42
Yield Taxes - 1992 4,991.00
Interest on Delinquent Taxes 26,142.15
Tax Liens Redeemed 224,355.37
Town Redemptions Interest & Costs 49,516.01
Motor Vehicle Permits 224,045.00
Total Taxes Collected & Remitted $4,901,722.24
-licenses & Permits:


















FEMA - Snow Removal
Railroad Crossings 90/10 Prog.
Highway Block Grant

















Sale of Town Property
Sale of Real Property
Cable TV Franchise Fees
Library, Fica/Wtx
Interest on Deposits



















Impending Tax Lien Costs
Library Renovation
Total Non-Revenue
TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES
Bad Checks Outstanding









































Ralph E. Fellows, Selectman
Robert S. Donovan, Selectman
David H. Robinson, Selectman








Trustee of Trust Funds
N.H.M.A. Insurance Trust, Medical Insurance
N.H.M.A. Health Trust, Dental Insurance
N.H. Municipal Association, Dues
The Withey Press, Town Report & Ballots
Darren Tuttle, Town Report Cover
Postmaster, Newton, Postage
United Mail Mark Ltd., Town Report Mailing
Peter R. Luciano, Moderator
Raymond D. Thayer, Town Clerk
Jeannette Richardson, Supervisor of Checklist
Elizabeth B. Leach, Supervisor of Checklist
Susan J. Rice, Supervisor of Checklist
Leetrice F. Gordon, Ballot Clerk/Counter
Ralph E. Fellows, Ballot Counter
Mary M. Allen, Ballot Clerk/Counter
Jan Bennett, Ballot Counter
Myrtle B. Rogers, Ballot Counter
Michael P. Greeley, Police Officer








































Maureen A. Donovan, Treasurer
Maureen A. Donovan, Expenses
Nancy J. Wrigley, Deputy Treasurer
Nancy J. Wrigley, Expenses
Nancy J. Wrigley, Search Fees
Raymond D. Thayer, Tax Collector
Raymond D. Thayer, Expenses











Mary M. Allen, Deputy Tax Collector 1,226.14
Vachon, Clukay k Co., P.C., Audit 3,675.00
New England Telephone 1,531.05
Postmaster, Newton, N.H. , Postage 941.01
Stamped Envelope Unit, Envelopes 320.00
Computer Marketplace, Computer Supplies 23.90
N.H. Municipal Association, Dues 1,045.42
N.H. Assoc. Assessing Officials, Dues & Seminar 70.00
Reliable Office Supply, Office Supplies 385.21
Radio Shack, Tape Recorders 123.39
Norman M. Bower, Supplies 8.20
N.H. Tax Collector's Association, Dues 15.00
Butterworth, Books 287.94
Rockingham County Newspapers, Legal Ads 108.00
U.S. Postal Service, Stamped Envelopes-Tax Collector 960.00
Nancy Marden, Board of Appeals 563.29
Nancy Marden, Petty Cash 103.61
Rockingham Country Registry of Deeds 795.00
Paymaster Checkwriter Company, Treasurer Supplies 319.00
The Eagle Tribune, Legal Ads 55.80
The Haverhill Gazette, Legal Ads 80.21
Rockingham County Probate, Descendant List 6.00
Harold's Locksmith, Lockset 62.00
Cameron Office Products, Office Supplies 274.00
A.T. &T., Telephone 23.41
Thomas Welch, Assessment Updates 3,762.00
Safeguard Business Systems, Treasurer Supplies 430.49
Viking Office Products, Office Supplies 11.98
N.H. State Library, Photocopy Charge 1.00
Suzanne Ryan, Refund; Board of Appeals 11.79
Office of State Planning, Handbooks; Bd. Appeals 15.00
Sam's Club, Office Supplies 5.19
N.H.M.A. Secretaries Association, Dues 30.00
King Graphics, Printing of Forms 489.33
Sylvania Lonowski, Computer Consultant 33.54
N.E. Regional Tax Collector & Treasurer Assoc. , Dues 20.00
Ralph E. Fellows, Telephone Reimbursement 60.00
Mitchell Security, Inc., Alarm System 32.38
Civil Construction Management, Tax Maps 65.00
One Stop/Allied Business Products, Office Supplies 1,272.36
TOTAL
Overdraft
Credits: Rental of Town Property
Refunds: Postage, Telephone, Misc.
Sale of Pamphlets, Tax Maps, Etc.













ELECTION, REGISTRATION & VITAL STATISTICS
Appropriation: $ 15,880.00
Expenditures:
Raymond D. Thayer, Town Clerk
Raymond D. Thayer, Expenses
Raymond D. Thayer, Town Clerk Fees
Mary M. Allen, Deputy Town Clerk







Treasurer, State N.H Vital q*-»+- 4.-
New England Teleph;";'
'^ statistics, Copy Fees
Nancy J. Wrigley, Pettv Cash
?rr\^ u'^'n' Supervisor of Checklist
Elizabeth B ifVT' Supervisor of Checklist. Leach, Supervisor of Checklist
N.E. Munxcipa Clerks Institute, Seminar«• 1. & 1 . , Telephone
N.E. Assoc, of City & Town Clerks, DuesLoring, Short & Harmon, Journal BookMaclean Hunter Market Reports, Books
TOTAL
Unexpended Balance
Encumbered Funds: Raymond D. ThayerP..^.._.












































Route 108 Hardware, Supplies
Estabrook's Garage, Gasoline & Oil
Andover Marker Company, Inc., Markers
King Graphics, Forms
Civil Construction Management, Plot Markings
TOTAL
Unexpended Balance
Encumbered Funds: Civil Construction ManagementCredits: Gas Tax Refund
"
































Raymond D. Thayer, Custodian
Raymond D. Thayer, Expenses
William A. Baker, Repairs
Tamarack Tree Service, Ice Removal-Town Hall
Norman M. Bower, Supplies
Exeter & Hampton Electric
Fellows Oil Company
Smith's Fire Equipment, Extinguisher Inspections
Crystal Lake Bottling Co., Water
Route 108 Hardware, Supplies & Equipment
Route 108 General Store, Gasoline
Dewey A. Bowley, Handicap Parking-Town Hall
Brox Industry, Inc., Handicap Parking-Town Hall
Sam's Club, Paper Goods, Cleaning Supplies
Don's Electric Company, Repairs
Steven Baker, Rent-Trailer Park
Rockingham County Registry of Deeds, Recording Fees
Harold's Locksmith, Lockset
Star Paper Company, Inc., Paper Products
Treasurer, State of N.H. , Inspections
Reliable Office Products, Wastebasket
TOTAL
Unexpended Balance


















































N.H. Health Officers Association, Dues
Civil Construction Management, Septic Design
Ira H. Shinberg, Refund












Treasurer, State of N.H. , Water Testing, Permit





















Rockingham County Registry of Deeds, Recordings
Rockingham Planning Commission, Dues
Rockingham Cty, Conservation District, Plan Reviews
N.H. Municipal Association, Lecture
The Haverhill Gazette, Legal Ads

























SPECIAL APPROPRIATION #17- 24 HOUR POLICE COVERAGE
Expenditures:
Martha A. Littlefield, Petty Cash
Costa Arms, Ammunition, Cleaning Kit
Michael P. Greeley, Mileage
Mark A. Marino, Mileage
N.H.M.A. Health Trust, Dental Insurance
Health Insurance Trust, Medical Insurance
George P. Moulaison, Vehicle Services
Allied/One Stop Bus. Prod., Copier Contract, Suppl
Butterworth, Books
New England Telephone
Norman M. Bower, Expenses
Neptune, Inc., Uniforms
Plaistow Stationers, Office Supplies
Photo Stop, Inc. , Film Developing, Supplies
Estabrook's Garage, Gasoline
Route 108 General Store, Gasoline
Smith's Fire Equipment, Extinguisher Inspection
Allied Enterprises, Inc., Office Supplies
Milliniura Safety Products, Inc., Protection Kits






























Commonwealth of MA., M.V., Computer Printout 5.00
N.H. Assoc, of Police Chiefs, 50.00
Route 108 Hardware, Equipment & Supplies 41.46
Treasurer, State of N.H., Equipment Maintenance 130.00
Health & Safety Pub. Group, Exposure Control Plans 42.95
American Speedy Printing, Envelopes 35.00
Cameron Office Prod., Typewriter Contract, Supplies 293.90
Pierce Leahy Archives, Envelopes 50.45
2-Way Communication, Antenna 21.78
A.T. & T. 223.65
Gall's Inc., Equipment 282.67
Viking Office Products, Office Supplies 150.54
Quartermaster Police Supply, Uniforms 53.00
Town of Plaistow Police Dept. , Equipment Rental 50.00
Timberlane Plate Glass Inc., Repair 20.00
Sam's Club, Office Supplies 33.01
Tox Trap, Toxtrap Tubes 90.00
Home Safety Equipment Company, Emergency Stickers 27.01
N.H. DARE Association, Membership 10.00
K-Mart, Cameras 119.94
The Haverhill Gazette, Ads 54.40
Carriage Towne News, Ads 69.00
Rockingham County Newspapers, Ads 53.00
Computer Marketplace, Inc., Computer Printer 299.00
Steven V. Theriault, CPR Instruction 50.00
Jacques Personnel, Exams 100.00
Quinlan Publishing Co., Inc., Subscription 59.80
Lawyer's Diary & Manual, Directory 35.00
R & S Wrecker Supply, Kit 55.98
Donald Briggs, Jr., Repair 30.00
Total Recon, Cruiser Cleaning 100.00
J.T.A. Factors, Inc., Daily Log 92.56
Subtotal $ 45,358.88
* Part-Time Officers & Secretary Salaries $ 55,007.67
* Full-Time Officers Salaries 116,548.39 $171,556.06
TOTAL $216,914.94
Overdraft (From Appropriated Figure of $213,000.00) 3,914.94
* SPECIAL APPROPRIATION #17- $ 6,000.00 - PAYROLL EXPENDED
FOR 24 HOUR POLICE COVERAGE IS INCLUDED IN POLICE DEPARTMENT
PERSONNEL SALARIES
Credits: Court Refunds $ 4,494.00
Violations 150.00
Pistol Permits 296.00





Norman M. Bower, Chief $ 36,534.24
Richard A. Labell, Lieutenant 28,617.57
Mark A. Marino, Sergeant 28,122.92




Revenue: 1992 Details: Paid in 1993 $ 393.00
1993 Details: Paid in 1993 4,071.00
TOTAL: $ 4,464.00
Expenditures:
Norman M. Bower $ 72.00
Richard A. Labell 837.60
Mark A. Marino 454.80
Christopher J. Vynorius 1,256.40
Michael P. Greeley 160.20
Andrew Miville 549.00
PICA Employer's Share 114.76
N.H. Retirement Employer's Share 220.49
Worker's Comp. Insurance 373.25
Unemployment Comp. Insurance 32.50
Subtotal: $ 4,071.00





David A. Baker, Fire Warden $ 193.68
David A. Baker, Expenses 871.72
William E. Ingalls, Fire Warden 141.35
William E. Ingalls, Expenses 58.31
Edward Hilton, Fire Warden 116.00
Roland D. Estabrook, Fire Warden 386.10
Seacoast Chief Fire Off. Assoc, Dues 75.00
Conway Associates, Equipment & Supplies 1,992.83
Reliable Office Products, Office Supplies 36.11
National Fire Protection, Dues & Literature 281.40
Fancy Goods, Uniform Alterations 14.00
Adamson Industries, Equipment 75.75
David Ames, Course Reimbursement 24.00
N.H. Fire Standards & Training, Test Fee 10.00
New England Telephone 3,696.69
Daniel M. Mastroianni, Vehicle Repairs 1,736.00
Bound Tree/North American, Medical Supplies 2,698.85
Estabrook' s Garage, Gasoline 554.78
Route 108 General Store, Gasoline & Supplies 702.91
Artemus J. W. Packard, M.D. , Physicals 175.00
Nanco, Inc., Medical Supplies & Equipment 652.39
The Haverhill Gazette, Legal Notice 81.56
Senter Auto Supply, Inc., Equipment 317.94
Emergency Warning System, Equipment & Lights 161.20
Greenwood Fire Apparatus, Equipment 2,213.41
Lucien M. Cloutier, Repairs 55.00
Motorola, Inc., Equipment 359.50
Fire Tech. k Safety of N.E., Protective Clothing 1,086.74
WJ Battles Enterprises, Helmet Lettering 368.00
Nancy J. Wrigley, Petty Cash 5.71
Cellular One 95.87
Interstate Emergency Unit, Dues & Training 1,461.00
Route 108 Hardware Store, Supplies 242.17
72
Engine Service Company, Vehicle Repairs & Inspections
Exeter Hospital, Inc., Training & Vaccines
Amesbury Industrial Supply, Equipment
Pufco, Foam




Marr Radio Corporation, Pager Batteries
Postmaster, Newton, N.H., Stamps
Home Safety Equipment Company, Emergency Stickers
Neptune, Uniform
Donald W. Briggs, Jr., Repair




Physio Control Corporation, Equipment
Anton Enterprises, Inc. , Books
Printing & Advertising Specialists, Co. , Equip.
H.J. Fortin Supply, Inc., Lights




Credits: Gas Tax Refund




David A. Baker, Chief
William E. Ingalls, Dep. Chief
































































Dennis James $ 689,,03
Spencer Kimball 1 ,110.,24
Laura Laubner 1 ,384.,73
John Lemaire 260.,78
Melissa H. Marden 106.,13
Edmond Merriam 2 ,248.,40
Katherine Mertinooke 754..30
Michael Mertinooke 15.,98




William Standing, III 1 ,438,.46
Steven Theriault 432.,31
Horace R. Williams 1 ,820,.82
Joel Lavelle 251.,14
Kristen Stanley 1 ,105,,50
Leo Prenaveau 7.,99





2-Way Communication Services, Equipment




Horace R. Williams, Telephone Reimbursement
Robert Littlef ield, E.M. Training
Christopher Plourde, E.M. Training
Nancy J. Wrigley, E.M. Training
Louis Pizza











BUILDING & OTHER INSPECTIONS
Appropriation:
Expenditures:
William A. Baker, Building Inspector
Dewey A. Bowley, Driveway Permits
William E. Ingalls, Heating System Permits
King Graphics, Permit Forms
TOTAL
Overdraft















TOWN MAINTENANCE - Suuer
Appropriation:
Expenditures:
Roadstone, Inc. , Gravel
Bardon Trimount, Inc., Tarring
Brox Industries, Inc., Cold Patch
Lane-Ballston Spa, Materials
N.H. Bituminous Company, Inc., Tarring
Pike Industries, Paving
New England Barricade Corp. , Signs
Dewey A. Bowley, Equipment
Dewey A. Bowley, Labor
Gerald S. Bowley, Labor
Richard Dragon, Labor
Adam J. Mazur, Jr., Constr. , Equipment
Adam J. Mazur, Jr., Constr., Sand
James M. Benjamin, Equipment
Audie L. West, Equipment
Keith A. Bisson, Equipment




























rOWN MAINTENANCE - Winter
Appropriation: $ 81,100.00
Expenditures:
Granite State Minerals, Salt $ 3,506.92
Dewey A. Bowley, Equipment 27,003.50
Dewey A. Bowley, Labor 327.62
Gerald S. Bowley, Labor 4,359.69
Keith A. Bisson, Plowing 6,804.00
Audie L. West, Plowing 5,953.50
Russell Estabrook, Plowing 15,444.00
Chester Bearce, Equipment 245.00
Keith Hart, Labor 73.50
James M. Benjamin, Plowing 4,933.75
David H. Robinson, Plowing 1,296.00
Adam J. Mazur, Jr., Constr. , Equipment 6,862.50
Adam J. Mazur, Jr., Constr., Sand 4,812.00












Tamarack Tree Service $ 5,892.00
James M. Benjamin 1,215.00
TOTAL $ 7,107.00
Unexpended Balance 93.00
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL AREA
Appropriation: $162,072.00
Expenditures:
N.H.M.A. Health Trust, Dental Insurance $ 671.28
Health Insurance Trust, Medical Insurance 4,870.08
GiDbs Construction, Dozer 1,356.00
Daniel M. Mastroianni, Repairs 675.00
New England Telephone 384.48
Exeter & Hampton Electric 1,005.80
C & J Trucking Co., Inc., Hauling & Disposal 111,128.75
Dependable Environmental Sys. , Waste Oil 190.00
Route 108 Hardware, Supplies 63.89
The Haverhill Gazette, Ad 17.23
75
BFI/Triangle Portable Services, Toilet
A.T. & T.
Office of Town Manager-Plaistow, Hazardous Waste
Audie L. West, Custodian
David H. Robinson, Assistant Custodian
David H. Robinson, Equipment
David Bisson, Assistant Custodian




































F. B. Dibble, M.D. , Rabies Vaccine
LHS Associates, Dog Tags
TOTAL
Unexpended Balance





Charlene 0. Pinkerton, Salary
Reliable Office Products, Office Supplies
King Graphics, Voucher Receipts
N.H. Municipal Association, Seminar & Guidelines
N.H. Local Welfare Administration, Dues




































Contingency Fund, Repair 3,098.00
TOTAL $ 15,606.49
Unexpended Balance 6,033.51
Encumbered Funds: Cheryl A. Boetti 1,000.00





BFI/Triangle Portable Serv. , Chemical Toilets $ 1,115.40
A.H. Harris, Inc., Tarps 432.00
Exeter & Hampton Electric 250.98
Nancy J. Wrigley, Petty Cash/Postage 3.60
Rockingham County Newspapers, Ads 119.55
Eagle Tribune Publishing Co., Ad 87.19
Carriage Towne News, Ads 88.30
The Haverhill Gazette, Ads 119.84
Sanborn Babe Ruth Assoc, Donation 200.00
Town of Newton Baseball Association 2,500.00
Bill Bartlett & Son Landscaping, Grounds Maint. 2,140.00
Northern Plumbing Supply, Supplies 103.22
Robert R. Leverone, Picnic Tables 200.00
Kellygraphics, Signs 170.00
Laidlaw Transit, Inc., Transportation 720.00
Shanahan Medical Supply, Medical Supplies 36.00
- Daigneault Sports Center, T-shirts 260.00
Route 108 General Store, Supplies 0.57
N.H. Recreation & Park Association, Dues 25.00
Allen Taylor, Building Supplies 190.05
Busby Construction, Steel Gate 100.00
Route 108 Hardware, Hardware Supplies 78.49
New England Telephone 42.84
Patricia DeSando, Arts/Crafts Supplies 400.00
Christopher Young, Reimbursement 52.00
JUMMER PROGRAM
Patricia DeSando $ 1,000.00
Christopher Young 1,200.00
Roxann Grover 1,000.00
Scott T. McPherson 448.95






















































































Special Appropriation - 1992 Unexpended Balance: 8,054.60
Expenditures:
New England Telephone $ 35.01
Rockingham Cty Registry of Deeds, Deed Copies 149.67
Civil Construction Mgmt. , Deed Review, Map Revision 3,028.50









Special Appropriation: $ 200.00
Expenditure:
A Safe Place $ 200.00
TOTAL $ 200.00
Unexpended Balance
\REA HONENAKER HOME HEALTH AIDE
Special Appropriation:
Expenditure:
Area Homemaker Home Health Aide
TOTAL
Unexpended Balance
JOCKINGHAM VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION
Special Appropriation: $ 5,678.00
Expenditure:
Rockingham Visiting Nurse Association $ 5,678.00
TOTAL $ 5,678.00
Unexpended Balance
FAMILY MEDIATION & JUVENILE SERVICES
Special Appropriation: $ 7,278.00
Expenditure:













ROCKINGHAM COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
Special Appropriation:
Expenditure:









SEXUAL ASSAULT SUPPORT SERVICES
Special Appropriation:
Expenditure:


































GREATER HAVERHILL CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
Special Appropriation:
Expenditure:
Greater Haverhill Crisis Pregnancy Ctr. $ 1,500.00
TOTAL
Overdraft
















Unexpended Balance - 1992
Expenditures:
Awards Specialists, Book Clocks
M. O'Mahoney Company, Building Supplies
Reliable Office Products, FAX Machine
Allen Taylor, Utility Building Expenses











FICA & RETIREMENT CONTRIBUTIONS
Appropriation:
Expenditures:
Plaistow Bank & Trust, FICA $ 27,532.35
N.H. Retirement System 5,673.31
TOTAL
Unexpended Balance
Credits: Police Services - FICA $ 114.76










The Insurance Exchange $ 8,444.00
N.H.M.A. Property Liability Ins. Trust 26,481.00
Fireman's Fund Insurance Company 26,240.00
TOTAL $ 61,165.00
Unexpended Balance 3,835.00






N.H.M.A. Unemployment Compensation Fund $ 1,161.58
TOTAL $ 1,161.58
Unexpended Balance 438.42






Donald Briggs, Equipment Expenses $
Norman M. Bower, Equipment Supplies
Emergency Warning System, Equipment







Credits: Refund $ 62.91
TOTAL CREDITS: 62.91
POLICE DEPARTMENT LEASE/RENOVATIONS
Special Appropriation: $ 8,000.00
Expenditures:
Norman M. Bower, Supplies $ 18.44
Timberlane Plate Glass, Counter Window 132.00
APCO, Radio System 125.00
Merrimack Valley Security, Inc., Security System 680.00
George Dolak, Light Installation 52.00
Martha A. Littlefield, Paint Supplies 13.32
Gordon Whitford, Ramp 820.00













Ed's Carpet Company, Carpet 900.00
Harold's Locksmith, Locksets & Keys 132.00
Walmart, Sash Rods 75.70
New England Telephone, Telephone System 452.56
U.S. Postal Service Dispersment Officer, Rent 2,400.00
Essex Management Association, Telephone Equip. Lease 644.00
Essex Telephone, Service Call 45.00
Sign Center, Sign 475.00
TOTAL $ 7,024.09
Unexpended Balance 975.91
TOWN HALL & OTHER BUILDINGS RENOVATIONS
Special Appropriation: $ 13,500.00
Expenditures:
Carriage Towne News, Bid Notice $ 36.00
Rockingham County Newspapers, Bid Notice 44.00




Special Appropriation: (from Capital Reserve) $ 15,000.00
Expenditures:
The Haverhill Gazette, Bid Notice $ 34.38
Rockingham County Newspapers, Bid Notice 77.20
J & B Concrete Construction, Renovations 12,800.00
Civil Construction Management, Specifications 225.00
TOTAL $ 13,136.58
Unexpended Balance 1,863.42
CABLE TV HOURLY WAGE











Special Appropriation - 1990 Unexpended Balance $ 602.20
Expenditure:












24 HOUR POLICE COVERAGE
Special Appropriation: $ 6,000.00
Expenditures:





Special Appropriation - 1990 Unexpended Balance $ 26,382.45
Expenditure:




Special Appropriation: $ 10,000.00
Expenditures:





Special Appropriation: 5 1,000.00
Expenditure:





Busby Construction - SWDA $ 1,225.00
New lEngland Barricade - SWDA 186.15
Cheryl A. Boetti - General Assist. 1,000.00
Raymond D. Thayer - Elec. & Reg. 46.50
Crimson Technology - Cable TV 530.00
Civil Construction Mgmt. - Cemetery 1,200.00
TOTAL $ 4,187.65
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REPORT OF THE CHIEF OF POLICE
Through the will of the townspeople of Newton, the Police
Department was able to take two giant steps in 1993: (1) We went
to 24-hour coverage, which helped to deter nighttime crime; and (2)
We moved into the new police station, which has numerous
advantages, some of which include handicapped accessibility, a
larger and more accessible parking area, and enough room in the
station to aid us in fighting crime, especially when we have to
interview people for such crimes as assault, sexual assault, child
abuse, and juvenile crime.
Townspeople, "keep up the good work" in reporting suspicious
persons and suspicious activities in town—it really helps us in
fighting the problems we have in town.
We would appreciate an extra effort by homeowners to put
numbers on their houses, to assist not only the Police Department
in responding to calls, but the Fire Department and Rescue as well.
1993 POLICE STATISTICS
ARRESTS
D.W.I. (Drunk Driving) 42
















13 Attempted Auto Theft 1
5 Attempted Burglary 2
65 Attempted Theft 1
8 Auto Theft 4
11 Bad Checks 4
25 Burglary 13
6 Criminal Mischief 66
Criminal Trespass 3
13 3 Fraud 4




























Speeding Vehicle Complaints 3 3
Suspicious Circumstances 165
Suspicious Vehicles 186
Tree Down/Wires Down 13































PLEASE USE SMOKE DETECTORS!
One early monrning in May, a fire of unknown origin roared out of
the Labells house on North Main Street, engulfing the house in
flames. Chaulk Ambulance was passing by and saw the flames. Their
quick and heroic effort saved the family from flames. My point in
this story is to remind our residents that home fires are not just
something on television and in the newspapers that happens
elsewhere. Be careful with fire. Have a family escape plan and
"USE SMOKE DETECTORS" .
In October 1993, we put a new tanker pumper in service retiring our
1964 Ford Tanker. Our calls were up 40% over last year putting a
strain on our resources, but thanks to your continued support, we
are only a phone call away.
Fire Department Emergency Number 382-5212. (We DO NOT have a 911
Number). The Fire Department is requesting you display your house
number, it will save time.
STATISTICS - 1993
Fire Calls:
Emergency Medical Calls 159
Assist Police 1
Vehicle Fire 7
Structure (inc. chimney fires) 9
System Malfunction 9
Cover Assignment 16




Motor Vehicle Accidents 25




Power Line Down 2
Spill 3
Tree, Brush, Grass 5
Water Evacuation 4
Lockout 1




Direct Property Loss (Approximately)
Total Number Oil Burner Permits Issued





David A. Baker, Fire Chief
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
The last year has been very quiet. We had a blizzard in which the
Emergency Operating Center was open for 24 hours to answer
questions and concerns from town residents.
I would like to say to the crew, "WELL DONE".
This is my last year as your Emergency Management Director and I
would like to thank all the people of the Town of Newton for your
help and understanding. GOOD LUCK IN THE FUTURE!
Respectfully submitted,




There are 11 members of the Newton Fire Department which received
training in emergency medical care. There are 2 First Responders,
6 Emergency Medical Technicians ( EMT ) , and 3 Emergency Medical
Technician Intermediates. The department currently has 3 members
enrolled in a 120 hour EMT course.
This year, the Rescue Squad responded to 159 medical aid calls and
25 motor vehicle accidents which resulted in treating 205 patients.
STATISTICS - 1993
Heart Attack 4
Chest Pain/Difficult Breathing 38




















Motor Vehicle Patients 40
False Alarm 1
Anyone interested in joining the Rescue Squad may contact me
at 382-8091.
Respectfully submitted,




In 1993, the Gale Library continued to increase its service to
the people of Newton. The library expanded its summer hours
remaining open on Tuesdays and Saturdays. This schedule was
very popular with the patrons of the library. The number of
people utilizing the books and media available at the library
increased in 1993, making the circulation count the largest
ever. Almost fifteen hundred patrons participated in the
various community programs sponsored by the library.
A great accomplishment in 1993 was the removal of the stone
retaining wall in the front of the library, the grading of the
lawn, and the paving of the driveway and parking lot. the
grading increased the width of the driveway, eliminating the
difficulty of parking in the snowy and muddy season, a boon for
both patrons and staff.
The library is currently examining its computer capability to
determine how enhanced computer proficiency can improve the
library's function and avail itself of the exciting
possibilities of information exchange offered by the many
programs in the "information superhighway". A patron, who
wished to remain anonymous, donated a modem enabling the staff
to interface with the programs at the State Library.
The Gale Library is privileged indeed to acknowledge the
continued support of the Friends of the Library whose programs
and activities enliven the library in a variety of ways. In
1993, the Friends purchased a pass to the Museum of Science in
Boston for the use of library card holders. They also purchased
a typewriter, a vacuum cleaner, and vertical blinds for each
window at the library. The Trustees are very grateful for all
of the donations of books and money that have been received in
1993.
The Gale Library proudly continues its mission to provide a
multitude of information to the children, students, and adults
of the Town of Newton.
Respectfully submitted,
Library Director and Staff
Board of Trustees
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STATISTICS - Year Ending December 31, 1993
Total Circulations: 19,237
Adult Fiction 3 ,536






























Books Borrowed: Interlibrary/N.H . State Library 92







Gale Reading Club grade 4-5
Ketchup on Your Reading










Balance January 1, 1993 $ 25.23
Rec'd Fines & Gifts 1,163.00
Spent on Media 1,136.66





GALE LIBRARY TREASURER'S REPORT
January 1, 1993 to December 31, 1993
Balance on Hand January 1, 1993
Plaistow Cooperative Bank $16,202.90
Plaistow Cooperative Bank (Now Acct ) 1,912.71
Cash on Hand 56.59































































1993 proved to be a quiet year for the Planning Board. The Board
approved two mnor subdivisions; one of two lots and one of three
lots. The Board also approved several lot line adjustments.
Once again, the alternate members played an important part in the
functioning of the board. One was appointed to fill the vacancy
of a regular board member who had to resign because of health
reasons. Because the board still has two alternate member
positions vacant, I would like to take this opportunity to ask
any Newton resident who has an interest in serving on the board
to come to one of our meetings or write us a letter. Our
meetings are held on the second and forth Tuesday of each month.
In closing, I would like to ask each voter of Newton to carefully
read each proposed Zoning Ordinance change and consider how it
will effect your town before you cast your ballot.
Respectfully submitted,
Lindsey F. Rice, II
Planning Board Chairman
BOARD OF APPEALS
The Board of Appeals was basically quiet during 1993. The
members met as appeals were received.
The Board will meet on an "as needed basis". They have found
that this meets the needs of the residents of Newton. The Board
reminds residents who wish an informational discussion, that they
can request to be placed on an agenda. To submit an application






The Newton Conservation Commission meets on the first, third and
fifth Thursdays of the month at 7:00 P.M. in the Town Hall. All
meetings are open to the public and anyone having an interest is
invited to attend. The Board is comprised of six members and
three alternates appointed by the Selectmen for staggered three
year terms. Also one Selectman is an "Ex officio" member.
The Commission continued a program of inventorying and surveying
town owned properties. This year we surveyed three parcels which
are located on Wallace Street, Town Hall Road and Bear Hill Road
for a total of about twenty five acres. We survey only those
properties that we feel could be of long term value to the town.
Properties that are not of long term value are recommended to be
sold. This past year we gave the Selectmen a list of three such
parcels
.
The Heath Street recreational area now offers residents an
additional outdoor opportunity, thanks to Eagle Scout Jimmy
Hannafn. Working with the Commission and Troop 91, Jimmy took on
as his Eagle Schout project the creation of a network of walking
and cross country ski trails on the forested portion of the
property. The result is an excellent recreational resource that
can be enjoyed year round.
This past year we were involved in a variety of projects
including working with the Recreation Commission in applyiing for
a grant for improving recreation facilities (unfortunately Newton
was not selected), sponsoring a trail brochure art contest at the
Memorial School, distributing Blue Spruce seedlings on Arbor Day,
responding to citizen inquires on natural resource issues and
providing the State Wetlands Board with feedback on Dredge and
Fill Permit applications.
We are always ready to provide assistance to anyone with
questions or concerns about Newton's natural resources and hope
that people will utilize their Conservation Commission whenever
it can be a help to them.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert E. Fox, Chairman
BUILDING INSPECTOR
STATISTICS - Year Ending December 31, 1993
New Homes 12 Plumbing Permits 21
Chimneys/Repairs 12 Barns & Sheds 8
Swimming Pools 3 Garage Permits 8
Miscellaneous Construction 36 Electrical Permits 44
Occupancy Permits 14 Well Permits 31
New Home Construction Permits have increased from six (6) in 1992
to twelve (12) in 1993. Other permits have remained about the
same as last year.
Respectfully submitted,
William A. Baker, B.I.
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ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER
I would like to thank our residents for their continued
support and efforts in keeping their animals contained and
restrained. I, as Animal Control Officer, ask that you be
sure to license your dogs. There is a new law going into
effect to license cats as well. Due to the rabble scare,
I would also like to Impress the importance of getting
your dogs and cats vaccinated with the rabble vaccine.
Any problems you may have relating to animals, you can
reach me at Estabrooks Garage - 382-6903 between the hours
of 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM or at 382-5795 after 5:00 PM.
ANIMAL CONTORL CALLS FOR 1993
Calls for Information 525
Calls for Lost Dogs 20
Dogs Picked Up 60
Cats Picked Up 48
Dogs Returned To Owners 34
Cats Returned to Owners 5
Dogs Placed In New Homes 5
Cats Placed in New Homes 15
Dogs Destroyed 21
Cats Destroyed 28
Barking Dog Complaints 20
Dogs Killed By Cars 4
Cats Killed By Cars 30
Dog Bites 4
1993 Dogs Licensed 400
Unrestrained Horses 10
Dead Animals Disposed Of:
(Skunks, Raccoons, Rabbits, Fox,
Opossums, Muskrats ) 40
Damages Paid By Town For Dog Damages
Dogs killing other animals 1





1984 - NEWTON FOOD PANTRY - 1993
The Newton Food Pantry would like to /tank the Town of Newton for
its continued support. The Granite ~State Grange donated paper
products and canned goods. The Children of Memorial School
donated canned goods and personal hygiene. Donations were also
received from friends & Civic Organizations that come in year
round
.
Food Baskets were sent out at Thanksgiving and Christmas. Thanks
to all who donated turkeys and thanks to all our helpful
volunteers
.
The Food Pantry is for emergency use to help folks out during
difficult times and helps to free up money in order to pay bills.
Respectfully submitted,
Charlene O. Pinkerton, Welfare Agent
Cheryl Boetti, Deputy Welfare Agent
BOARD OF HEALTH
The health-related issue of the year for 1993 was undoubtedly the
lack of rainfall over the summer. It was the driest year in my
ten years of residency in town and this created problems for a
multitude of residents. Affected in particular were property
owners with shallow or "dug" wells. There was also some
speculation that the work being done on Trickling Falls Dam, that
required lowering the water level, had some effect on properties
adjacent to Country Pond. I received many calls from homeowners
and tenants stating that they were out of water. Unfortunately
for the private homeowner, the town has no means of helping out;
the recommended solution is simply to drill a new well. In the
case of rental properties, however, the Board of Health has some
authority to enforce laws as they relate to minimal standards for
and needs of tenants.
Other duties for the past year have included inspections of many
septic systems, most being repairs, but also an encouraging
increase of new construction over that of the last couple of
years. I also investigated an air quality issue involving a
trucking company at the Newton/Plaistow line. Twice over the
summer, I received reports of the portable toilets at the Town
Beach being knocked over.
My latest endeavor is coordinating with the Selectmen and the
Planning Board on re-wording two Zoning Articles as they pertain
to junk and unregistered vehicles. The purpose of re-wording
these items is to more clearly define what constitutes junk and
unregistered vehicles, thus facilitating enforcement of the
by-law. These are listed on the warrant article for this year's
Town Meeting, and I ask for your support in voting favorably to
pass them.
Respectfully submitted,




In 1993, the Recreation Commission tried our best to proved the
community with affordable recreation. We feel that we provided
our children with professional programs such as, the Summer
Recreation Program and Swim Program. The Swim Program was
increased to two full sessions, and due to increased use of the
Town Beach, lifeguard services were extended.
We feel that Greenie Park was widely used and we hope that the
community continues to enjoy the park. Some of the improvements
for 1994 are: the combination street hockey/ice skating rink, the
completion of the utility building with facilities, and future
concession stand. We feel money generated by our concession stand
can help to alleviate some of the financial burden to the town in
our maintenance costs and future growth. Our goals for 1994 are,
to provide recreational facilities including an outdoor pavillion
for Greenie Park. We also want to provide extensive and quality
recreational facilities and opportunities for the children of
Newton. This will in turn ease the parental burden of keeping the
children occupied and out of mischief during the year.
Our special thanks for this past year for their support, both
financially and physically goes to: Newton Civic Association for
their fantastic playground equipment. Bill Bartlett and Son Land-
scaping, for their quality care of grounds, Kingston Ready Mix,
for the concrete slab for the utility building and playground
anchors, MSK for lumber supplies, Scoops (108 General Store) for
free ice cream cones to little league and their donations, Dale
Norman for utility doors and services in construction, Dan Willett
for construction materials and labor, Kevin Cronin for masonary
work on the utility building, Newton Green House for the beautiful
flowers, Eddie Foy for the beautiful Azalea bushes. Rick and Donna
Labell for the refrigerator and cash register for our utility
building, Grand Rental for the coffee pot and rental equipment,
our Summer Program councilors: Chris Young, Patricia DeSando,
Roxanne Grover, Bill Kaste, also our junior councilors and
lifeguard's for their super jobs.
In summary, we feel we had an extremely productive and encouraging
year. This gives us a good foundation to continue to bukldin on
with our community support and financial backing. We feel that
with our continued growth, we can offer more opportunities to the
older children through employment as councilors, aides, and other
jobs while at the same time giving our younger children good, safe
and fun recreation.
In conclusion, I wish to thank the Recreation Commission for their
innumerable hours volunteered in the many recreation projects. WE
ARE A STRICTLY VOLUNTEER GROUP and all of the recreation projects
and programs are the result of their efforts. We are a very samll
group arid even though we have tried many, many ways to get new





Solid Waste Planning Subdistrict
1993 Report
The Solid Waste Sub-district Committed met less frequently than
prescribed by law, however, its membership attended the 149-M
District Meetings as required.
This year was a year of inaction partly due to the process the
State has started with revision of RSA' thay may effect how
districts and sub-districts are formed and interact in general.
It was with an eye toward these revisions in State Law that
Quadtown has assumed a "wait and see" roll. The revisions may
directly affect the direction this Sub-district takes as to their
existance. Our roll may overlap and/or duplicate 149-M District
if State Law is amended. 1994 will be used in part to examine
State Law revisions.
Respectfully submitted,
Suzanne J. Ryan, Secretary
QUADTOWN REPRESENTATIVE
NEWTON COMMUNITY ACCESS TELEVISION
NCAT-52
The Cable Committee fell short of their goals in 1993. With
anticipation of having more members, along with high school
students filming, the committee requested $2,000 at the Town
Meeting for salaries.
The Committee agreed that our "By-Laws" should be completed
before using the money so that the town would know how the money
was being allocated. The "By-Laws" were not totally completed by
the end of the year so the money was put back into the general
fund
.
On a more positive note, we are now filming the Selectmen's
Meetings upstairs in the Town Hall. With the purchase of an
audio-mixer, the sound quality has been greatly improved. An
additional audio-mixer along with three more microphones were
purchased to help the sound quality of School Board Meetings,
although improvement is still desired. A new AV/Mixer was
purchased to give more special effects along with the use of two
cameras during filming. A VCR/Monitor/TV was purchased so that
meetings lasting more than two hours could be put on one tape, as
well as the special effects of using two cameras.
A special thanks goes to Donna Smith for being chairperson of the
Cable Committee for several years. Donna helped Channel 52 get
off the ground as well as taping most of the School Board
Meetings. Thanks, also goes to Mark Langevin for taping
Selectmen's Meetings, Bill Steinhoff who updates the Channel 52
Bulletin Board, Debbie Taylor for being our secretary and Francis
Frappier, Forrest Reynolds and Raymond Thayer for all their help






CURRENT USE ACREAGE - 1993
Acreage As of April 1, 1993 - Current Owners
Axtin, Leo J. Jr.




Bowen, Howard L. & Jeannette E.
Busch, Doris B.
Cleary, Sarah/Marden , Donald
Cleary, Sarah/Marden, Charles
CPM Realty Trust
Grossman, Raymond H. & Carol E.
Eaton, Calvin E. & Claire M.
FJD & RMD Revocable Trust
FJD & RMD Revocable Trust
FJP & RMD Revocable Trust
Ferrara, Joseph W. & Robert J.




Foy, James M. & Sandra P.
Gaynor, Daniel P.
George, Richard W. , Est.
George, Richard W. , Est., Francis
& Clarence, Est.
* Gordon, Richard E.
Grande, Anthony L. & Margaret B.
Gundersen, Frederick B.
Hanson, John A. & Margery R.
Hanson, John A. & Margery R.
Harney, Christopher J. & Cynthia A.
Heer, Daniel N.
Hesselbach, Donald G. & Patricia
Hesselbach, Donald G. & Patricia
Huntress Grove Realty Trust
Ingalls, William E. & Marcia I.
Ingalls, William E. & Marcia I.
Ingalls, William E. & Marcia I.
Marden, John D. & Nancy J.
Marden, John D. & Nancy J.
Mattson, Arnold R.
Mavrelion, James J. & Pamela
Mayhew, David E.
Mayhew, David E.
5.00A Wetland, 15.90A Forest-Unmgd,
Bear Hill Road
2.00A Farm Land, 50.00A Forest-Unmgd,
Thornell Road
8.66A Farm Land, 1.20A Unproductive Wetland,
Merrimac Road
11.26A Forest-Unmgd, 3.68A Unproductive Wetland,
South Main Street
10.30A Farm Land, Merrimac Road
22.00A Unproductive Land, South Main Street
32.35A Farm Land, 17.83A Forest-Unmgd,
North Main Street
22.40A Forest-Unmgd, Pond Street
55.00A Forest-Unmgd, Heath Street
27.00A Forest-Unmgd, 2.22A Farm, 3.00A Wetland
South Main Street
22.60A Wetland; Smith Corner Road
* 9.00A Forest-Unmgd, 9.00A Wetland, Currierville Rd
24.14A Forest-Unmgd, Bartlett Street
24. OCA Forest-Unmgd, Bartlett Street
25.95A Forest-Unmgd, Bartlett Street
6. 34A Forest-Unmgd, Country Pond Road
9.30A Forest-Unmgd, Country Pond Road
11.21A Forest-Unmgd, Smith Corner Road
16.17A Forest-Unmgd, Smith Corner Road
lO.OOA Forest-Unmgd, 20.00A Wetland, 22.00A
Unproductive Land, Thornell Road
lO.OOA Forest-Unmgd, 4.00A Wetland, 7.56A
Unproductive Land, Thornell Road
18.82A Forest-Unmgd, New Boston Road
44.00A Forest-Unmgd, Whittier Street Extension
38.80A Forest-Unmgd, Whittier Street Extension
ll.OOA Forest-Unmgd, South Main Street
lO.OOA Unproductive Land, Heath Street
25.00A Forest-Unmgd, Gale Village Road
27.79A Forest-Unmgd, Thornell Road
10.40A Forest-Unmgd, 3.00A Wetland, Thornell Road
4.00A Forest- Unmgd, 6.00A Wetland,
Smith Corner Road
5.00A Forest Unmgd, 8.00A Wetland, Thornell Road
19.03A Forest-Unmgd, off Town Hall Road
4.27A Forest-Unmgd, off Town Hall Road
l.OOA Wetland, . 98A Forest-Unmgd, Country Pond Rd
3.70A Wetland, Peaslee Crossing Road
6.00A Forest-Unmgd, 4.00A Wetland,
Peaslee Crossing Road
5.20A Forest-Unmgd, 3.40A Wetland,
Peaslee Crossing Road
+ * 43.50A Forest-Mgd, 5.00A Wetland, Whittier St.
+ * 1.52A Farm Land, l.OOA Forest-Mgd,
44 Whittier Street
ll.OOA Forest-Unmgd, 10.50A Wetland, Pond Street
* 8.85A Forest-Unmgd, 1.25A Wetland, Bartlett Street
+ * 34.30A Forest-Unmgd, Pond Street
+ * 5.60A Forest-Unmgd, Off Pond Street k Webster Rd.
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McElroy, Thomas R. & Nora J.
Melville, Est. , Elsie M.
Messer, Richard J. & Bonnie L.
Moore, George F. & Beulah D.
Moore, George F. & Beulah D.
Moran, David E. & Diana
Nichols, Ned F. & Janet M.





0' Mai ley, Karen L.& Dorothy E.
Peaslee, George F.
Pinkerton, James F. & Charlene 0.
Pottie, Joseph B. Jr. & Patricia L.
Pramberg, Jay P.
Pramberg, John H. Jr.
Preston, Ronald P. & Karen M.
Ray, Gene & John
Reynolds, Forrest T. Jr. (SPI) *
Sargent, R. Scott, Robert R. , Jane E.
Dudley, Stephen & Deborah
Sargent, Richard E. Est.
Sargent, Robert A. & Carolyn J. +
Sargent, Robert A. & Carolyn J. +
Sargent, Robert A. & Carolyn J. +
Sargent, Robert A. & Carolyn J. +
Sargent, Robert A. & Carolyn J. +
Sargent, Robert A. & Carolyn J. +
Sargent, Robert A. & Carolyn J. +
Savage, Lester E. & Electa
Sherman, Ann H. *
Smurrage , Est. , Madeline
Spencer, Gordon T. & Cecelia E.





Thorkildsen, Karl & Gaines, Jennifer
Turbity, Brian H. *
Wotherspoon, Lee & Nancy C.
Xenakis, Mark W. & Susan
CURRENT USE ACREAGE- 1993
Continued
18.70A Forest-Unmgd, Amesbury Road
18.70A Forest-Unmgd, Amesbury Road
4.50A Forest-Unmgd, 6.00A Unproductive Wetland
I.IOA Farm Land, Pond Street
* lO.OOA Farm Land, 11.50A Forest-Unmgd,
Amesbury Road
* 1.50A Forest-Unmgd, Amesbury Road
10.14A Forest-Unmgd, Amesbury Road
+ * 54.70A Forest-Mgd, Smith Corner Road
+ * 15.10A Forest-Mgd, Off Smith Corner Road
16.00A Farm Land, 49.00A Forest-Unmgd, lO.OOA
Wetland, Merrimac Road
13.70A Forest-Unmgd, 8.00A Wetland,
Off Bancroft Road
16.00A Farm, 16.40A Forest-Unmgd, 5.00A
Wetland, Bancroft Road
16.00A Farm, 4.66A Forest-Unmgd, 3.70A
Wetland, Bancroft Road
lO.OOA Forest-Unmgd, Maple Avenue
35.00A Forest-Unmgd, 5.00A Wetland, Pond Stree*
12.00A Forest-Unmgd, Whittier Street
53.40A Forest-Unmgd, North Main Street
3.00A Forest-Unmgd, 2.00A Farm, l.OOA Unprod.
Webster Road
2.50A Forest-Unmgd, Webster Road
11.50A Forest-Unmgd, Currierville Road
17. BOA Forest-Unmgd, North Main Street
B.OOA Farm Land, 16.50A Forest-Mgd, 3.00A
Wetland, Thornell Road
4.29A Forest-Unmgd, Amesbury Rd
209. 20A Forest-Unmgd, South Main Street
181. 65A Forest-Mgd, 40.00A Wetland,
Smith Corner Road
1.61A Forest-Mgd, Smith Corner Road
4.50A Forest-Mgd, Smith Corner Road
3.00A Forest-Mgd, Smith Corner Road
1.90A Forest-Mgd, Smith Corner Road
2.95A Forest-Mgd, Smith Corner Road
1.77A Forest-Mgd, Smith Corner Road
9.00A Forest-Unmgd, Whittier Street Extension
12.00A Forest-Unmgd, South Main Street
27.80A Forest-Unmgd, Town Hall Road
12.45A Forest-Unmgd, North Main Street
26.83A Unproductive Land, 3.00A Forest-Unmgd,
North Main Street
8.38A Forest-Unmgd, Town Hall Road
1.52A Forest-Unmgd, Town Hall Road
8.64A Forest-Christmas Trees, 9. 81A Forest-Unmg
Highland Street
24.40A Forest-Unmgd, Highland Street
lO.OOA Forest-Unmgd, North Main Street
24.00A Forest-Unmgd, Whittier Street Extension
38.30A Forest-Unmgd, Currierville Road
39.22A Forest-Unmgd, Smith Corner Road
100




•"oy, James M. & Sandra P.
8.00A Unproductive Land, Peaslee Crossing Road
(Rear)
4.00A Forest-Unmgd, 1 . 50A Wetland, Chongor Drive
lote: * Recreational Land
+ Responsible Land Stewardship
REPORT OF TRUST FUNDS
Created For The Year Ending December 31, 1993
ameson Cemetery Care $ 90.00
lusch Cemetery Care 60.00
•awe Cemetery Care 120.00
trough Cemetery Care 30.00
'rigg Cemetery Care 30.00
)anahy Cemetery Care 120.00
iobinson Cemetery Care 90.00
lay Cemetery Care 60.00
[ears Cemetery Care 120.00
rasewaki Cemetery Care 150.00
iolt Cemetery Care 120.00
Richmond Cemetery Care 60.00
fichols Cemetery Care 100.00
larciello Cemetery Care 150.00
'iliault Cemetery Care 150.00
[ighland Fund Cemetery Care 1,060.00




John F. Swasey, Jr.
Candace A. Luciano
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PLAISTOW AREA TRANSIT ADVISORY COMMITTEE
PATAC (Plaistow Area Transit Advisory Committee) was formed with
volunteers from NH towns that neighbor Plaistow. The initial
goal of PATAC was to bring communter rail service to Plaistow by
extending the existing Haverhill train three or so miles to
Plaistow. Although PATAC now has much broader goals, it
continues to be made up of volunteers and does not receive any
funding or dues from any local, state, or federal agencies. Our
sole source of funding is through our annual "Christmas Tour of
Boston" fund raiser.
Plans started in 1991 to develop an intermodal Park and Ride
facility in Plaistow and are now well under way and the
long-sought goal may finally become a reality in 1995. The site
for the Park and Ride lot in Plaistow has been selected; it will
be on Westville Road between Scandia Plastics and Freedom Tire.
A true intermodal facility, the Park and Ride lot will ultimately
let commuters transfer easily between different modes of
transportation. In Plaistow's case the modes will be bus, car,
train, and possibly a few pedestrians or cyclists.
The Rockingham County Planning Commission, with help from PATAC,
brought the necessary parties together that allowed the COACH
Company to apply for, and receive, CMAQ (Congestion Mitigation
Air Quality) funding. This funding will establish a commuter bus
to Boston starting in Epping, NH and continuing south on Rte . 125
to Kingston and Plaistow where it will continue non-stop to
Boston. The Plaistow stop will be the Park and Ride location on
Westville Road. In fact, the Park and Ride lot will first be
used as a bus stop before it becomes a true Park and Ride lot.
When commuter rail service is established, the bus riders will
then transfer from the bus to the train for an even speedier
commute to Boston.
The NH Department of Transportation will develop the Westville
Road site to enhance it from just a bus stop to a Park and Ride
lot to a Park and Ride lot with a commuter rail station similar
to the one that exists at the Bradford Station. PATAC, the
Plaistow Planning Board, and the Plaistow Board of Selectmen will
all have a great deal of input for the State DOT as plans
progress for the Park and Ride.
PATAC will continue to work towards its goal of bringing
intermodal transportation to all surrounding communities. We







FAMILY MEDIATION k JUVENILE SERVICES
Family Mediation & Juvenile Services serves the Plaistow District
Court Catchment Area and works as an integral part of the
communities juvenile system by providing services and assistance
to the Court, schools, and area police departments. Because our
agency's objective is to provide troubled youth with services
needed to help that youth resolve his/her familial conflicts and
prevent out-of-home placements, our services can be considered
both prevention and intervention in nature.
The programs we provide are: Parent-Child Mediation; Community
Service Program; Community Service Restitution Program; and
support services to the schools. In addition, we maintain the
following services; crisis intervention; care assessment; case
management; and rendering appropriate referrals. Our program
continues to be one of the only support programs funded by the
Towns providing services to area residents at no cost to them.
The Board of Directors is dedicated to keeping it as such in spike
of the continual rise in the number of Juvenile Court cases again
this year and the number of families seeking mediation services.
We realize that the individual Towns are still feeling the effect
of a sluggish economy and are not asking that the total 10%
increase be absorbed by them alone, but rather will be seeking
additional funding from the United Way, grants, and fundraisers to
supplement the additional 5 + % needed to operate efficiently.
We respectfully request that you will continue to support our





1993 has been a busy year for the Rockingham Planning Commission.
Our work has involved the usual array of planning assistance to
local land use boards on master plans, CIPs and land use
regulations, as well as the continuation of our educational
programs for local boards. Jst as important, the RPC has
continued to play an important role in issues of regional concern
including the redevelopment of Pease, transportion, and economic
development. Many towns are continuing to take advantage of the
continued slow pace of development to update their planning
documents, regulations and procedures -- and are making good use
of the Commission's resources in the process.
Our services are available to Newton and the region only because
of your continued financial support. Although local dues so not
account for all our our funding, they represent the most important
part -- they are the core of our financial support.
As always, the Commission is grateful for your support and is
eager to assist you and your town.
Respectfully submitted,
Mary M. Allen, RPC Chairman
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ROCKINGHAM VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION
Rockingham Visiting Nurse Association and Hospice is a voluntary
non-profit agency, certified for Home Care Services by
Medicare/Medicaid and licensed by the State of New Hampshire.
Rockingham VNA and Hospice represents nearly 125 years of service
to our communities.
The Agency subscribes to the concept of health as the highest
attainable state of physical, mental and social well being, and
not merely the absence of disease and infirmity. We believe every
individual should have the opportunity and obligation to maximize
his/her own health and to make choices which affect his/her
quality of life within the limits imposed by the rights of other
community members. We believe there may be a time in an
individual's life where the focus changes from cure to hope for a
pain free quality of life and peaceful death; and that the
individual and family should have the opportunity for the degree
of mental and spiritual preparation for death which is
satisfactory to them. We further believe no individual should be
denied these opportunities because of race, creed, sex,
disability, illness, age, socio-economic status or life style in
the world community.
The mission of the Agency is to act as a community-based
comprehensive health and hospice human service provider which
strives to positively affect the health, quality of life and death
of the individuals within its served communities and of the
community at large. The patient/family is regarded as the basic
unit of care who have the opportunity to make decisions about
their well being.
Clients in the Town of Newton received the following services from
Rockingham Visiting Nurse Association and Hospice between April 1,
1992 through March 31, 1993:
Health Promotion's focus is wellness for adults and children,
and provides:
* Well Child Clinics 24 Visits
* Flu Clinic 61 Visits
* Adult Health Clinics 103 Visits
Clinical Services include:
* Acute Care 287 Visits
* Home Health Aides 66 Visits
Unduplicated Clients: 24 Visits
Free Visits: 4 Visits
Most insurances including Medicare do not pay for this client
need, which can prevent unnecessary hospitalization. Town
funding enables us to continue this service. All of these
services except some direct care must be supported by town






Lamprey Health Care provides a number of services to the residents
of southeastern New hampshire. Our Senior Citizen Transportation
Program relies heavily on appropriations from the municipalities
it serves in order to provide service to the elderly and
physically challenged residents of this region. Access to
transportation is critical to this population remaining
independent, self-sufficient and in their homes. The dollars
saved in each community by providing in home services to our
residents is well documented.
Lamprey Health Care also provides medical services to residents of
this area. While everyone can take advantage of the quality
health care provided by Lamprey Health Care medical staff, those
who have a limited ability or no ability to pay are not turned
away. Lamprey Health Care provides medical care from prenatal to
geriatric age groups.
The purpose for which the funds are used are to assist in the
operation of the Senior Citizen Transportation Program operating
in Newton. Service is available to Newton residents each Thursday
for shopping, medical appointments, pharmacy and other needs.
Medical appointments are provided on an as needed basis and are
scheduled through the Transportation Coordinator.
The cost of operating the programs which serve your community
continues to rise, but funding from federal sources does not.
Dollars from the Town of Newton will be combined with 26 other
towns to provide match for federal dollars available. We under-
stand the difficulties of local communities to commit dollars to
funding programs, but the benefits of keeping the elderly
independent and in their homes rather than in more expensive
nursing home situations prove that these are dollars well spent.
Newton's continued support is critical to the operation of Lamprey
Health Care's programs. We look forward to providing services to
the residents in 1994.
Respectfully submitted,
Priscilla M. Shaw
Director of Community Services
GREATER HAVERHILL
CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
The Greater Haverhill Crisis Pregnancy Center appreciates the
support from Newton, as well as, Hampstead, Plaistow and Atkinson
as it has helped provide women with many services, free of charge,
such as: counseling, clothing and furnishings for both monther and
child, pregnancy testing and many referrals, including medical
care, legal assistance, social services and continuing education.
The center is staffed by four minimally salaried staff members
with over 35 volunteer personnel. The Center also serves as a
community resource with an educational outreach program to
churches, youth organizations and schools, etc. It serves under a
Board of Directors that represents a diverse group of leaders and
supporters from the community.
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The Pregnancy Center has been in its own building for over one
year. This opportunity has allowed expansion of services and
programs to meet the ever increasing needs of our clients. Our
budget has increased along with this expansion. Our monthly
expenses are kept to a bare-bones budget and are supported through
a combination of grants and donations from individuals, churches
and organizations. Be just as the recession has touched
individuals, it has continued to affect the contributions of the
center.
The mission of the center is to serve women and their families,
through information, free testing and support services in a caring
constructive dignity-maintaining manner. The center serves all
women without regard to race, religion, marital status or age.
The center has also expanded its food, clothing and furniture
programs, to support women in their roles as mother.
Thank you for your support. We look forward to providing services





As you know, Rockingham Counseling Center, provides a valuable
service to many individuals in need of counseling throughout
Rockingham County.
Our referrals come from your schools, police, residents, and human
services. We are helping your residents deal with the stresses of
unemployment, poor self esteem, chemical dependence, parenting
skills and problems with their children. This year we have the
Family Resource and Support Contract from NH DCYS to offer home
based support to families needing additional parenting support and
education in their homes.
In 1993 we provided 12 client hours of service to Newton
residents, equaling $1,020.00 in services with a contribution of
$650.00 from the Town of Newton. Rockingham Counseling Center is
a member of the Rockingham Human Service Association working to
coordinate quality unduplicated services to residents of your
town. We appreciate your support of the services we have provided
Newton residents in the past. I welcome the opportunity to do so
in the future.
Respectfully submitted,
Bernadette P. Pelczar, ACSW
Executive Director
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ROCKINGHAM COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM, INC.
Rockingham County Community Action Program, Inc. ( RCCAP ) is a
private, non-profit corporation. Our mission is to serve the
multitude of needs of Rockingham County's low-income residents
by assisting them in coping with the hardships of poverty,
giving them the tools to lift themselves out of poverty and
seeking to eradicate the root causes of poverty. RCCAP has been
addressing these needs for twenty eight years.
Greater Salem Community Action Center is an outreach office of
RCCAP that serves residents of Newton and 11 other communities,
and as such acts as Newton's central resource for information
regarding all available human services. RCCAP also offers
intake, clinic and distribution sites in over half of the
country's thirty-seven communities for the application and
provision of various Community Action services.
Community Action provides a wide range of services that are
unduplicated elsewhere in the county. Most of these services
meet immediate, critical needs and all have a direct and
positi\e impact on people's lives. The services provided by
Community Action during July 1, 1992 through June 30, 1993:
42 households received Fuel Assistance, a program which provides
a financial grant of up to $500.00 to assist with energy-related
expenses
.
2 residents received services from NH Cares/Neighbor Helping
Neighbor, a program which provides grants of up to $250.00 for
fuel and utility emergencies for households not eligible for the
Fuel Assistance Program.
1 household received a security deposit loan through the
Security Deposit Loan Fund due to risk of homelessness
.
1 home was weatherized through the Weatherization Program, which
provides high quality energy conservation materials and skilled
labor to weatherize homes of low-income and high energy
households in order to reduce heating costs and conserve energy.
20 children received the Family Day Care Program, a program that
provides training and technical assistance to day care providers
and sponsors the Child and Adult Care Food Program.
5 child care referrals were arranged through the Child Care
Resource and Referral Program, a program that compiles current
data on all available child care options, provides child care
referrals to employees of participating companies as well as to
the general public, and expands the supply of quality child care
by recruiting, training and assisting new providers.
54 residents received services from the Family Support Programs
which proxides social services, transportation and preventive
day care to support and stabilize families at risk of child
abuse through our Accompanied Transportation and Family Resource
and Support Programs.
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35 women, infants and children received help through the WIC
Program, which offers supplemental nutritious foods, nutrition
education, breastfeeding support and health care referrals to
pregnant women, nursing mothers and children up to the age of 5.
265 food packets were provided through the Surplus Food Program,
which distributes USDA surplus food to low-income households
through periodic mass distributions four times each year.
4 emergency food packages were provided through the Emergency
Food Pantry, a program which provides a temporary emergency
supply of non-perishable food to households facing severe
economic hardship.
1 resident utilized the Emergency Response System (Lifeline) in
their home. This system is installed in the homes of homebound
elderly or disabled people in order to ensure their safety and
maintain their independence and quality of life by providing
immediate access to emergency medical responders.
79 residents received services from Outreach Centers including
information and referral, client advocacy, direct client
assistance and crisis intervention services.
3 residents received services from the Crisis Services Program
which provides one-time emergency grants to eligible households
for the payment of rent, mortgage, electricity or fuel for
households facing evictions, foreclosures, utility terminations,
lack of fuel or other emergencies through our Crisis Assistance
and Emergency Handicapped Projects.
In addition to these major programs, much of our staff time is
devoted to working with people who come to us seeking help.
During the past year, we logged 79 calls or visits from Newton
residents, many of which were crisis calls involving fuel or
utility problems, the lack of food or clothing or general
financial needs. By working closely together with local and
state welfare administrators, fuel and utility companies, other
human service agencies and interested clergy and civic groups,
we are able to link those in need with the services available to
them.
The services provided by our staff, together with the programs
provided by our agency, have a direct and significant effect on
Newton's welfare budget. If our services were decreased, the
town would experience a resulting increase in requests for local





Greater Salem Community Action Center
Rockingham County Community Action
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VIC GEARY CENTER
The Vic Geary Center, 18 Greenough Road, Plaistow, serves
as a senior center for seven towns - Plaistow, Hampstead,
Atkinson, Sandown, Newton, Danville and Kingston.
The Rockingham County Nutrition Program operates from the
center five days per week providing a hot noon meal in the
dining room and meals on wheels to homebound clients in the
seven towns. Frozen weekend and holiday meals are provided and
shelf items are supplied for bad weather when delivery is
impossible. In 1993, 22,454 meals were served from the center.
290 area residents participated in the meals program from the
seven towns
.
20,139 units of social service including home visits,
referrals, support counseling, care management, nutrition
information and advocacy were provided from the center. 786
units of transportation were provided and 2,943 hours of service
were supplied by volunteers working at the center under the
Retired Senior Volunteer Program.
Several area senior organizations regularly meet free of
charge at the Vic Geary. Monthly trips wre offered and enjoyed
by many senior area residents this past year. 56 members of XYZ
{Extra Years of Zest) meet regularly enjoying various recre-
ational activities.
Throughout the year, monthly blood pressure clinics are
held. Other clinics such as hearing and sight are conducted by
the Rockingham Visiting Nurses. Flu shots are offered. Fuel
assistance intakes are done on an annual basis at the center.
Informative guest speakers on subjects such as financial
planning are invited throughout the year. Aerobic classes,
dance classes, beano card and pool are daily activities.
Several non profit organizations hold their meetings at the
Vic Geary including the Knights of Pythias and Grange. 200
members of Alcoholics Anonymous meet each Friday. Over 200
hundred area residents received flu shots this past October.
Surplus food is distributed on a regular basis from the







Seacoast Task Force on Family Violence
A SAFE PLACE provides emergency shelter to victims of domestic
abuse. We depend on funding from local communities in order to
provide these vital services to over 1,000 women and children
annually. Among the services that have been utilized by Newton
residents for 15 years are:
* emergency shelter for women and children fleeing
violent situations.
* support groups to provide emotional backup to women
in various stages of dealing with domestic violence.
* legal advocacy, to assist women when working with
court processes.
* a 24-hou'r crisis line, for emergency intakes, referrals
and general support and information.
The 1992 statistics for Newton are as follows: 2 individuals
made use of our advocacy services and we provided a total of 2
units of advocacy service. Many people from Newton receive our
newsletter and are members of Friends of A Safe Place.
As a member of the Rockingham County Human Services Association,
we are working with other agencies to eliminate duplication and
to provide comprehensive assistance for the residents of your
community
.
The Town of Newton has been a long time supporter of our program





SEXUAL ASSAULT SUPPORT SERVICES
Sexual Assault Support Services provides hot-line, crisis
intervention and support services to the victims/survivors of
sexual assault and childhood sexual abuse.
Sexual Assault Support Services is committed to providing
education programs to help prevent sexual violence and guarantee
appropriate response when it happens -- with respect for the
person', trauma and healing process.
Since our name change two years ago, Sexual Assault Support
Services has seen increased numbers from the communities that we
serve. We continue to provide the following services which
include
:
* 24-hour sexual assault crisis hotline,
* 24-hour accompaniment to police stations and hospitals
emergency rooms for sexual assault victims,
* Support groups for rape survivors, incest survi\ors,
parents and others affected by sexual assault or abuse,
* Professional training and consultation,
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* Sexual abuse prevention education in the schools for
children and teens.
* Sexual Harassment Workshops
In 1992-93 Sexual Assault Support Services provided residents of
the Town of Newton with 57 hourly units of service. The cost of
an hourly unit is $50.00;
One individual participated in the Partners of Sexual Assault
Survivors group (29 hours of service).
One individual participated in the incest support group ( 18
hours of service )
.
An additional 10 hours of contact was made by Newton residents
to our 24-hour crisis hotline.
On behalf of Sexual Assault Support Services, I thank the Town
of Newton for your continued support which demonstrates the






AREA HOMEMAKER HOME HEALTH AIDE SERVICE, INC.
Our purpose is to help people remain independent in their homes
with dignity and happiness as long as possible, thereby avoiding
the higher costs of institutionalization. All reports continue
to project a steady increase in the number of frail elderly and
elderly living alone who will need home care support services in
the years ahead. Our policy has always been to try to serve all
clients as needed without a waiting list, but for the third
year in a row we were forced this past April to create a brief
waiting list because requests for services exceeded our
available resources. With your assistance, we shall be able to
serve all of Newton residents who need our help.
The services provided to residents of Newton for the twelve
month period ending June 30, 1993, and the cost of providing
those services are as follows: 16 residents served, 1,393 total
hours, $25,106.00 cost of service.
We appreciate your continuing interest and support in our






Seacoast Hospice is an organization dedicated to promoting the
quality of life for the terminally ill patient and supporting the
family through the process of illness and bereavement. It is a
non-profit agency committed to providing hospice care mostly in
the patient's home to those who request it, without regard to
their ability to pay. Founded in 1978 to meet the needs of the
dying and their families, we believe that persons with a
life-limiting illness should, as long as possible, be allowed to
choose the way they spend the remaining part of their life.
A comprehensive program is available offering a full range of
services with a team approach; the patient's physician, a nurse,
social worker, clergy, and specially trained volunteers.
Assistance is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Programs
for bereaved adults and children, a Loan Closet containing
electric beds, wheelchairs, etc., a speakers' bureau, in-service
training programs, and a lending library and information
concerning area support and national Hospice programs are all
available to the Seacoast community. Anyone may make a referral
oand our phone number is 778-7391.
For each of the past 3 years, we have proved a range of services
for 3-6 residents. In our most recent fiscal year we helped 4
residents
.
From 7/1/92 - 6/30/93, Seacoast Hospice cared for 1 terminally
ill Newton resident for a total of 99 patient days. this
represents $7,669.00 of service for which no Newton resident was
billed as is our policy. In addition, 3 Newton residents have
attended our Bereavement programs. We are happy that we have
been able to help.
WE ARE GRATIFIED BY THE RESPONSE TO OUR REQUEST FOR SUPPORT EACH







AIDS Response of the Seacoast ( ARS ) is respectfully requesting
$500 in funding from the Town of Newton for the fiscal year
1994/1995.
The need for this financial support is based on hard and troubling
data: ARS has been deluged with requests for supportive services
and financial assistance for its clients during the past nine
months. The increased demand is much higher than that which our
office experienced in 1992/1993. Unfortunately, all evidence
indicates that it will continue to escalate.
In the past 12 months, our education department has delivered
information and preventive programs to over 12,400 individuals (up
from last year's 8,200), including parents, students, teachers,
health care providers, and local business and industry personnel.
Our outreach program to slow the spread of HIV to persons at risk
has also increased, reaching residents of the Rockingham County at
WIC clinics, soup kitchens, local clubs and bars, halfway houses,
transitional shelters, as well as areas frequented by recreational
drug users.
Clearly, ARS is the key community service organization in
Southeastern New Hampshire dedicated to furnishing services and
education to those affected by the HIV virus. Our objective is to
provide such at minimal costs to the requesting individuals and
groups. Currently our agency operates with surprisingly little
federal or state support; we must, therefore, rely upon the local
cities and towns to support these crucial efforts.
The Rockingham County Human Services Association, of which ARS is
a member, is working diligently to institute a comprehensive
funding package -- one that avoids duplication of services -- for
the residents of your town. If your small financial investment in
ARS prevents only one individual from being infected by the HIV
virus, the savings to your community can be in the tens of
thousands of dollars.
It is only with your help that we will be able to contain the
epidemic and advocate for those living with HIV and AIDS.
Grateful for your generous support, ARS looks forward to working
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE: The responsibilities of this volunteer committee of six
citizens is to review departmental budgets as presented, and to review any outside
agency requests for funding. After interviews are conducted and observations made,
we make recommendations to the voting body of Newton . The committee will also begin
to monitor expenditures on a regular basis which are appropriated at Town Meeting.
The Finance Committee having met with the departments and organizations seeking
funds, presents for your review the following recommendations:
COMPUTERS - The computers within the town are under utilized. We recommend imple-
menting an accounting system which, among other things should track all expendi-
tures by budget line items . This would enable departments to receive monthly
printout of expenditures and balances for each line item in their budgets.
UNIFORMED REPORTING - All departments and commissions should have a uniform budget
format. Within this format, should be line items for all expected income and
expenditures, in addition to any funds carried over in savings accounts.
CARRX OVER FUNDS - We recommend that all monies spent from carry over funds be
declared and approved of in a commission's budget, and not spent without prior
approval via the declared town budgets
.
LINE ITEM BUDGETS - Budgets are set up by itemizing expected expenses by groups or
line items . Many of the departments when they deplete their funding on one line
item, sinply expend monies from another line item. Departments should more care-
fully prepare budgets, and ALL departments must prepare a budget and be more
accountable for its contents
.
OVERSPENDING BUDGETS - If departments find themselves close to overspending ANY
line item, we urge them to contact the Finance Committee to help them find ways to
stay within their budgets . We are here to help the town stay within its limits.
NEXT YEAR'S BUDGETS - We recommend that no expenditures take place in the first three
months of the calendar year that were not approved for spending in previous years
budget, (i.e. The budgets which are voted on in the 1994 March Town Meeting are for
JANUARY 1994 - December. We recommend that no spending take place in January,
February and March which has not previously been approved) This three months of
"free spending" could be eliminated by changing Newton's Fiscal Year to a July-June
calendar, thereby approving budgets in March which would take effect 3 months later,
not 3 months earlier.
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SUPPLIES - A savings on the cost of supplies could be seen if purchases were made from
a central place with a requisition system.
PETTY CASH - We recommend irtplementing a petty cash system whereby all purchases
which are made by town employees at discount prices could then be charged back to
line items, and would reduce the amount of small checks written, cut down on time and
ultimately save money.
PHONE SYSTEMS - We recommend looking into one phone system for the entire town. We
also recommend looking into other long distance carriers to see if there would be any
savings
.
PHOTOCOPIERS - We recommend upgrading the photocopier in the Selectman's office to
encompass all departments with the exception of the police department which is off
site. This upgraded copier system should be located outside of the confines of the
Selectman's office, and would have a digital key system for operation and billing of
costs directly to each department based on usage. This would eliminate multiple
systems, individual maintenance bills, and would allow bulk purchases of paper and
consumable supplies. By having the system outside of the Selectman's office, it
would also eliminate much of the frustrations which are facing many of the depart-
ments which has prompted several of them to purchase their own equipment.
RECYCLING AND TRASH DISPOSAL - We recommend actively looking to form a Recycling
Committee to look into controlling costs while continuing to recycle. We also
recommend looking into a more effective way for citizens to be charged for usage of
trash disposal at the Transfer Station versus a blanket charge via town taxes
.
OUTSIDE SERVICES - The Finance Committee will no longer recommend funding outside
services to this town unless all requests are made on the funding requests formats we
have stipulated when their initial requests are made. This standardized format will
allow us to coirpare utilization of services by the town, as well as overlap of
services from different agencies. We have scrutinized budget requests for this year
and checked for overlapping services between agencies . The following are our
recommendations for this years requests via Warrant Article 41:
Requested Fin. Com.
' by Service Recommends
Vic Geary Center NOT Reconnaended 1,250.00 1,000.00
Their request was up 25% from 1993 . We recommend fimding at the 1993 level
.
Seacoast Hospice Recommended 250.00 250.00
Their request was at the same level as 1993.
Rockingham Counseling Center NOT Recommended 650 . 00 500 . 00




Lamprey Health Care Recommended 1,050.00 1,050.00
Their request was at the Seime level as 1993.
Rockingham County VNA Recommended 5,678.00 5,678.00
Their request was at the same level as 1993.
A Safe Place Recommended 200 . 00 200 . 00
Their request was at the Seune level as 1993.
Area Homemaker Home Health Aide Recommended 3,500.00 3,500.00
Their request was at the same level as 1993.
Sexual Assault Services Recommended 950 . 00 950 . 00
Their request was at the same level as 1993.
Rockingham County Community Action Recommended 2, 645 .00 2, 645 . 00
Their request was below the 1993 level.
Family Mediation & Juvenile Services Recommended 7,650.00 7,650.00
Their request was at the same level as 1993.
Greater Haverhill Crisis Pregnancy Center NOT Recommended 750.00 0.00
This agency is a duplication of services through other agencies.
D.A.D. Drugs Are Dangerous Recommended 2,000.00 2,000.00
Comment : We would like to see a Representative from Newton on the Board.
Aids Response of the Seacoast NOT Recommended 500.00 0.00
This facility utilizes funding for counseling in Bars and other areas which are
not located within the confines of Newton. Although the benefits of this




The Finance Committee has reviewed the proposed warrant articles for the 1994 year and
recommends the following based on financial ramifications of these articles:
Article 2 NOT Recommended
Article 3 NOT Recommended
Article 7 Recommended
Article 8 NOT Recommended
Article 9 Recommended
Article 11 NOT Recommended This article would propose
holding property taken for taxes in July to be held until the
following March. From a finance point of view, this property




Article 15 NOT Recommended The committee feels that it is
not only fiscally irresponsible to engage in this study as
there will be no relief from any final outcome of it.
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Article 23 NOT Recommended This article is too vague and
non-specific as to any locations of stations allowed to bid,
if winning bid pun^s were located out of town, any savings
would be lost due to time and payroll in obtaining the gas .
Article 24 NOT Recommended There is little potential
savings in the long run due to increases in liability insur-
ance for an underground tank, along with security surrounding
it, and man power for operations.
Article 27 NOT Recommended This article can not be enforced
due to the fact that all Conservation Commission funds are RSA
controlled at the State level. While we would like to see
expenditures forecasted, we as a town can not mandate it
.
Article 28 NOT Recommended
Article 29 Recommended
Article 30 Recommended
Article 31 NOT Recommended
Article 32 NOT Recommended
Article 33 Recommended
Article 34 NOT Recommended This article is too vague and
shows no defined purpose.
Article 35 Recommended
Article 36 NOT Recommended
Article 37 NOT Recommended The town currently owns and
operates 4 copy machines . See prior recommendations regard-
ing copy machines for the town. Perhaps Emergency Management




Article 41 NOT Recommended SEE Prior recommendations











We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements
of the Town of Newton, New Hampshire, as of December 31, 1992 and for the
year then ended. These general purpose financial statements are the responsibility
ofthe Town Officials. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these general
purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards. These standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose financial statements are
fi-ee of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evi-
dence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the general purpose financial
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by Town Officials, as well as evaluating the overall
general purpose financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit pro-
vides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
As more fiiUy described m Note 1, the general purpose financial state-
ments referred to above do not include the financial statements of the General
Fixed Asset Account Group which should be included in order to conform with
generally accepted accounting principals. The amount which should be recorded
in the General Fixed Asset Account Group is not known.
As described in Note 1 , the Town has recognizes tax revenues in its Gen-
eral and Property Tax Agency Funds which were not received in cash within sixty
days of year end as required by generally accepted accounting principles (GASB
Interpretation 3). Town officials believe, and we concur, that the application of
this accounting principle, which would result in a decrease in the General Fund
balance by an amount which is indeterminable due to the timing of the engage-
ment, would give a misleading impression ofthe Town's ability to meet its current
and future obligations.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the general purpose financial
statements of the omission described in the third paragraph, the general purpose
financial statements referred to in the first paragraph present fairly, in all material
aspects, the financial position of the Town ofNewton, New Hampshire as of De-
cember 31, 1992, and the results of its operations and the cash flows of its propri-
etary fund types for the year then ended, in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the
general purpose financial statements taken as a whole. The supplemental sched-
ules listed in the table ofcontents are presented for the purpose of additional analysis
and are nor a required part ofthe general purpose financial statements ofthe Town
ofNewton, New Hampshire. Such information has been subjected to the auditing
procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose financial statements and, in
our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the general
purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
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